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Preface

This subcategory report is one of a series of reports prepared for the
Employee Concerns Special Program (ECSP) of the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA). The ECSP and the organization which carried out the program, the
Employee Concerns Task Group (ECTG), were established by TVA's Manager of
Nuclear Power to evaluate and report on those Office of Nuclear Power (ONP)
employee concerns filed before February 1, 1986. Concerns filed after that
date are handled by the ongoing ONP Employee Concerns Program (ECP).

The ECSP addressed over 5800 employee concerns. Each of the concerns was a
formal, written description of a circumstance or circumstances that an
employee thought was unsafe, unjust, inefficient, or inappropriate. The
mission of the Employee Concerns Special Program was to thoroughly
investigate all issues presented in the concerns and to report the results
of those investigations in a form accessible to ONP employees, the NRC, and
the general public. The results of these investigations are communicated
by four levels of ECSP reports: element, subcategory, category, and final.

Element reports, the lowest reporting level, will be published only for
those concerns directly affecting the restart of Sequoyah Nuclear Plant's
reactor unit 2. An element consists of one or more closely related
issues. An issue is a potential problem identified by ECTG during the

. __evaluation process as having been raised in one or more concerns. For
_-efficient handling, what appeared to be similar concerns were grouped into

elements early in the program, but issue definitions emerged from the
evaluation process itself. Consequently, some elements did include only
one issue, but often the ECTG evaluation found more than one issue per
element.-

Subcategory reports summarize the evaluation of a number of elements.
... - However, the subcategory report does more than collect element level

evaluations.. The subcategory level overview of element findings leads to
an integration of information that cannot take place at the element level.
This integration of information reveals the extent to which problems
-overlap more than one element .and will therefore require corrective action
for-underlying causes not fully apparent at the element level.

To make the subcategory reports easier to understand, three items
- placed -at the front of each re-port: a preface, a glossary of the-

terminology unique to ECSP reports, and a list of acronyms.

have been-

Additionally, at the end of each subcategory report will be a Subcategory
Summary Table that includes the concern numbers; identifies other
subcategories that share a concern; designates nuclear safety-related,
safety significant, or non-safety related concerns; designates generic
applicability; and briefly states each concern.

Either the Subcategory Summary Table or another attachment or a combination
of the two will enable the reader to find the report section or sections in
which the issue raised by the concern is evaluated.
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ECSP GLOSSARY OF REPORT TERMS*

classification of evaluated issues the evaluation of an issue leads to one of
the following determinations:

Class A: Issue cannot be verified as factual

Class B: Issue is factually accurate, but what is described is not a
problem (i.e., not a condition requiring corrective action)

Class C: Issue is factual and identifies a problem, but corrective action
for the problem was initiated before the evaluation of the issue
was undertaken

Issue is factual and presents a problem for which corrective
action has been, or is being, taken as a result of an evaluatio

77. Class E:---- A problem, requiring corrective action, which was not identifie
by an employee concern, but was revealed during the ECTG
evaluation of an issue raised by an employee concern.

____collective significance an analysis which determines the importance and
consequences of the findings in a particular ECSP report by putting those

W findings in the proper perspective.

n

d

2 . ..... concern- (see .."employee concern")

corrective action steps taken to fix specific deficiencies or discrepancies
revealed by a negative finding and, when necessary, to correct causes in
order to prevent recurrence.

criterion (plural: criteria) a basis for defining a performance, behavior, or
quality which ONP imposes on itself (see also "requirement").

-element or element report an opti-onal level of ECSP report, -below the
subcategory level, -that deals with one or more issues.

... ~~employee concern a formal, written description of a circumstance or- -
circumstances that -an employee- -thinks unsafe, unjust, inefficient orinappropriate; usually documented on a K-form or a form equivalent to the
K-form.

Class D:
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The subcategories are themselves summarized in a series of eight category

reports. Each category report reviews the major findings 
and collective

significance of the subcategory reports in one of the following areas:

0 management and personnel relations

* industrial safety

a construction

* material control

* operations

quality assurance/quality control

* welding

. "enginee

A separate r
intimidation
of thel nspe

ring

eport on employee concerns dealing with specific

, harassment, and wrongdoing will be released by
ctor General.

contentions of
the TVA Office

Just as the subcategory reports integrate the information 
collected at the

element level, the category reports integrate the information 
assembled in

all the subcategory reports within the category, addressing 
particularly

the underlying causes of those problems that run across 
more than one

subcategory.

A final report will integrate and assess the information 
collected by all

of the lower level reports prepared for the ECSP, including 
the Inspector

General's report.

For-more detail-on the methods by which ECTG--employee concerns were

evaluated: and reported, -consult the Tennessee Valley Authority 
Employee

Concerns Task Group Program Manual. The Manual spells out the program's

objectives, scope, organization, and responsibilities. It also specifies

the procedures that were followed in the investigation, reporting, 
and

-- closeout -of the- issues- raised by employee concerns. ------ --
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evaluator(s) the individual(s) assigned the 
responsibility to assess a specific

grouping of employee concerns.

fjndina includes both statements of 
fact and the judgments made 

about those

facts during the evaluation process; 
negative findings require corrective

action.

issue a potential problem, as interpreted 
by the ECTG during the evaluation

process, raised in one or more concerns.

K-form (see "employee concern")

;- ..requirement a standard of performance, behavior, 
or quality on which an

-- - evaluation judgment or decision may 
be based.

... . root cause the underlying reason for a problem.

. -Terms essential to the program but which 
require detailed definition have been

--defined in the ECTG Procedure Manual (e.g., generic, specific, nuclear

safety-related, unreviewed safety-significant 
question).

.i -- 7 -" . . . .
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Acronyms

AI

AISC

.. .ALARA

ANS

ANSI

ASME

ASTM

AWS-;

-~ ~-*BFN

BLN

CAQ

CAR-- -

7 CATD

CCTS

CEG-H

CFR

CI

_CMTR

. COCO-:

DCR

DNC

Administrative Instruction

American Institute of Steel Construction

As Low As Reasonably Achievable

American Nuclear Society

American National Standards Institute

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

American Society for Testing and Materials

-American Welding Society

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

Bellefonte Nuclear Plant

Condition Adverse to Quality

Corrective Action Report

Corrective Action Tracking Document

Corporate Commitment Tracking System

Category Evaluation Group Head-

Code of Federal Regulations

Concerned Individual

Certified Material Test Report.

_ Certificate of Conformance/Compliance

Design Change Request

Division of Nuclear Construction (see also NU CON)
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Division of Nuclear Engineering

DNQA

DNT

DOE

DPO

DR

ECN

ECP

ECP-SR

ECSP

ECIG

EEOC --.

_EQ

EMRT

EN DES .

ERT

FCR

FSAR

FY

GET

HCI

HVAC

II

INPO

IRN

Division of Nuclear Quality AssuranCe

Division of Nuclear Training

Department of Energy

Division Personnel Officer

Discrepancy Report or Deviation Report

Engineering Chang e Notice

Employee Concerns Program

Employee Concerns Program-Site Representative

Employee Concerns Special Program

Employee Concerns Task Group

ý-Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Environmental Qualification

Emergency Medical Response Team

Engineering Design

Employee Response Team or Emergency Response 
Team

Field Change Request

Final Safety Analysis Report

Fiscal Year

General Employee Training

Hazard Control -Instruction

Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning

Installation Instruction

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

Inspection Reject-ion Notice

DNE
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L/R Labor Relations Staff

M&AI •Modifications and Additions Instruction

MI Maintenance Instruction

MSPB Merit Systems Protection Board

. . MT Magnetic Particle Testing

NCR Nonconforming Condition Report

NDE Nondestructive Examination

NPP Nuclear Performance Plan

S - NPS Non-plant Specific or Nuclear Procedures System

NQAM Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NSB " Nuclear Services Branch

NSRS Nuclear Safety Review Staff

NU CON Division of Nuclear Construction (obsolete abbreviation, 
see DNC)

NUMARC Nuclear Utility Management and Resources Committee

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration (or Act)

• ........ • _ONP Office of Nuclear Power

OWCP Office of Workers Compensation Program

PHR Personal History -Record

PT Liquid Penetrant Testing

QA- .....Qua-l-i-t-y Assurance-

QAP Quality Assurance Procedures

* QC Quality Control

QCI Quality Control Instruction
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QCP

QTC

RIF

RT

SQN

SI

-: SOP

. .SRP

SWEC

TAS

* T&L

TVTLC

" • -" - "t--- UT

~VT

. .WBECSP

WBN

WR

WP

Quality Control Procedure

Quality Technology Company

Reduction in Force

Radiographic Testing

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant

Surveillance Instruction

Standard Operating Procedure

Senior Review Panel

Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation

Technical Assistance Staff

Trades and Labor

Tennessee Valley Authority

Tennessee Valley Trades and Labor Council

Ultrasonic Testing

Visual Testing

Watts Bar Employee Concern Special Program

Watts Bar-Nuclear Plant

Work.Request or Work Rules

Workplans-



Revision 2

INSTRUMENTATION AND RADIATION MONITORING

Subcategory Report 30300

Executive Summary

I. SUMMARY OF ISSUES

Two issues were found to be not factually accurate; four were found to

be accurate but not a problem; two were accurate but had been previously

corrected; one was accurate and requires corrective action; and four

were not accurate but, as a result of the evaluation, other problems

requiring corrective action were found.

The 16 concerns that comprise the Instrumentation and Radiation

Monitoring Subcategory raise 13 issues involving hardware deficiencies

as perceived by the concerned individuals (CIs). These issues pertain 1R2

to reliability, design, operation, and calibration of instruments 
and

to reliability, design, and-maintenance of radiation monitoring

___ equipment.

II. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Conditions were found to exist in violation of a design, construction,

or operating requirement.- Each of these conditions, called specific

deficiencies, was noted as requiring short-term corrective measures.

.-The first deficiency was that RWST narrow range 
level transmitter

surveillance data and acceptance criteria in the applicable surveillance

instruction were insufficient. Another deficiency involved a discrepancy

S-- -- between the WBN Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and WBN Technical

Specifications pertaining to minimum ice weight for calibration of ice

condenser load cells. The third deficiency was that not all housekeeping

inspections had been performed and documented by the Office of Nuclear

Power (ONP) during the construction phase at WBN in accordance with

TVA's Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual (NQAM). Corrective Action

Tracking Documents (CATD))were submitted on these deficiencies as they

were found.

In the evaluation of a concern regarding accuracy and calibration of

Target Rock valves, problems whic-hwere not considered violations of

design, construction, or operating requirements were found at three

-plant sites. At. -WBN., SQN• -and BFN, there- were- no maintenance
..instructions -found for- adjusting- Target Rock Valve reed switches. At

BFN, there was no capability to retrieve maintenance history before

March 1983 for any particular plant component.

Page 1 of 3
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O III. SUMMARY OF COLLECTIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF MAJOR FINDINGS

A collective assessment of the element-level 
findings led to the

identification of one subcategory-level finding 
which reflected

adversely on line management effectiveness at three 
sites. This finding

dealt with the lack of plant management control 
of equipment history

which would preclude recurring instrument failures:

Processes have been lacking at WBN, SQN, and BFN for 
trending

equipment performance and for subsequent root cause 
analysis of

recurring hardware deficiencies to preclude recurrence 
of problems.

These processes should include tracking of corrective 
action and

follow-up to ensure that appropriate action is taken.

IV. SUMMARY OF CAUSES OF MAJOR FINDINGS

. A review and analysis of the root causes for the subcategory 
taken

collectively pointed to several significant root causes 
for the

subcategory as follows:

a. A system or process is not in place to uniformly incorporate

commitments and revisions to upper-tier requirement documents 
in all

affected lower-tier documents (WBN).

b. Personnel are not being trained effectively in applicable 
regulatory

commitments and requirements and in the TVA administrative

procedures and instructions that govern their activities (WBN). IR2

c. There have been inadequate processes to detect adverse 
trends in

-. equipment performance and lack of control to govern maintenance

activities (WBN, SQN, BFN)

V. SUMMARY OF CORRECTIVE ACTION ON MAJOR FINDINGS

WBN line management is- replacing faulty RWST level transmitters 
under

Design Change Requests. Appropriate procedure changes and training with

respect-to-urnclear -or incorrect maintenance practices on the

transmitter-s was also accomplished. SQN line management is aware of

recurring-problemswith RWST level transmitters and is taking action 
to

ensure the transmitters meet technical specification requirements. 
The

action-_includes -verifying operability of sense. line heat- trace 
circuits,,

compensating-for different head pressures at the transmitters, and-

trending transmitter performance.

Page 2 of 3
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With respect to the adequacy of RWST level transmitter, 
surveillance

data and acceptance criteria, SQN line management 
stated that the RWST

narrow range level channels are instruments used to 
ensure compliance to

technical specification parameters and are not 
subject to the

requirements of technical specification-required 
instruments.

Therefore, line management maintained that the 
data recorded in SI-3 are

adequate. Line management agreed to incorporate notes in various 
SIs

into the text of the data sheets. These enhancements were not

considered to be required for compliance with technical 
specifications,

and therefore no future commitment dates for the enhancements were

provided by line management.

For Target Rock valve reed switch problems, WBN line 
management adjusted

one valve using a vendor-recommended method. The valve was successfully

tested according to SQN Technical Specifications but 
a final evaluation

is required during plant heatup. If the final evaluation proves

successful, the applicable maintenance instruction will 
be revised to

reflect the vendor-recommended adjustment method. SQN and BFN line

managements committed to preparing procedures for adjusting 
Target Rock

valve position switches. Also, BFN line management stated that

equipment history is now being adequately maintained 
but that history

before March 1983, is incomplete or non-existent and 
cannot be recreated.

For discrepancies noted between the WBN FSAR and Technical

Specifications on minimum ice weight, changes to the FSAR 
were prepared

to bring the FSAR and Technical Specifications into agreement.

To address housekeeping inspection deficiencies, WBN line 
management has

revised procedures to clarify housekeeping inspection 
frequencies and

documentation requirements.

SQN line management committed to revising surveillance 
instructions

associated with radiation monitors to clearly distinguish 
between those

monitors included in the Tech Specs and those not included. 
SQN also

took action to have a factory representative for Particulate 
Iodine

Noble-Gas (PING) radiation monitors assist in correcting problems with

the PING monitors and .conduct training for instrument technicians.

Page 3 of 3
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1.0 CHARACTERIZATION OF ISSUES

1.1 Introduction

The 16 concerns that comprise the Instrumentation 
and Radiation

Monitoring Subcategory raise 13 issues involving hardware

deficiencies as perceived by the concerned individuals 
(CIs). These

issues pertain to reliability, design, operation, 
and calibration of

instruments and to reliability, design, and maintenance 
of radiation

monitoring equipment.

1.2 Description of Issues

Related issues were combined into higher-order 
groups, called

elements, In this section of the report, each element is presented

with a brief overview of its issues.

1.2.1 Element 303.01 - Difficulty in Obtaining Obsolete Equipment

Issue 303.01-1 - Difficulty in Obtaining Obsolete Equipment:

IN-85-841-001
IN-86-079-001

This issue relates to the difficulty of procuring and

maintaining older plant instrumentation at 
Watts Bar Nuclear

Plant (WBN). The CIs believed there were unnecessarily high

expenditures and delays due to problems with obtaining 
spare

parts for plant instrumentation purchased 10 to 
12 years

ago. They stated that newer model instrumentation would be

less expensive to maintain and would perform the required

functions with a greater degree of accuracy and reliability.

1.2.2 Element 303.02 - Location :of Cold Leg Accumulator (CLA) and

'Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) Level Transmitters

Issue 303.02-1 - Inaccuracies in Safety Injection System

(SIS) Level Instrumentation at WBN:

IN-85-28-1-003-

The CI alleged that there were inaccuracies in the SIS 
CLA

level instrumentation at WBN. Two level transmitters located

at different elevations on each CLA differed by five percent

in level indication even after calibration.

Issue 303.02-2 - Inaccuracies in Narrow Range Level

Instruments for WBN Unit 1 RWST:

IN-85-142-006
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The CI stated that narrow range level instruments for the

unit 1 RWST differed by six percent.

1.2.3 Element 303.03 - Accuracy of Safety-Related Instruments

Issue 303.03-1 -Target Rock Valve Reed Switches Inaccurate:

IN-85-802-001

This issue deals with the accuracy and calibration of Target
Rock Valve reed switches at WBN. Target Rock Valves
installed in the Sampling System and Main Steam System were
thought to cause improper annunciations part of the time.

*Addition ally, it was stated that reed switches on the valves
require a constant adjustments.

Issue 303.03-2 -Radiation Monitors Inaccurate:

IN-86-079-002

* Certain radiation monitors were believed by the CI to be in

error by as much as 70 percent.

**Issue 303. 03-3 -Local and Remote Level Indicators Differ:

IN-85-973-001

The CI thought that unit 1 steam generator local and remote
level indicators had differed greatly during a flush. This
individual was concerned that a serious problem could arise
during normal plant operations with the difference existing
in the two instruments.

1.2.4 Element 303.04 -Calibration of Ice Condenser Load Cells

Issue 303.04-1 -TVA Unable and Unwilling to Calibrate Ice

Condenser Load Cell Properly:

-IN-85-6-40--002-

The CI felt that the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) was not
able to calibrate the ice condenser load cell to technical
specification requirements and that TVA was unwilling to
spend the money to have the vendor calibrate the load cell.
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Issue 303.04-2 - Ice Condenser Load Cell Test Weight

Incorrectly Labeled:

IN-85-640-003

The CI believed that the ice condenser load cell test weight

label did not reflect the actual weight.

1.2.5 Element 303.05 - Reliability, Design, and Maintenance of

Radiation Monitoring Equipment

Issue 303.05-1 - Improper Installation of Radiation Monitor

Cables:

SQP-86-003-001
SQP-86-003-N04
SQP-86-003-N05

The CI alleged that a particular radiation monitor cable in

Penetration 23 of SQN's unit 2 containment had not been

installed properly. The NRC expurgated file on this concern

developed two other concerns questioning the integrity of all

connectors in the penetration and the possibility that the

condition was reportable.

Issue 303.05-2 - Maintenance and Operability of Radiation

- Monitor: -

XX-85-051-001

The CI stated that a particular radiation monitor at SQN had

not been maintained and had not always been operable.

Issue 303.05-3 - Air Monitor Flow Controls Not Listed as

Technic-al Specification or•Compliance Instruments: 1R2

CWL-85-001

. The CI sought the reason why one SQN radiation monitor's air

.monitor flow c-ontrols were not listed as either technical

specification or compliance instruments.
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Issue 303.05-4- Improper Operation of Continuous Air

Monitors (CAM):

XX-85-044-001

It was thought by the CI that the CAMs at BFN had not

functioned properly and had not registered radiation levels

accurately during an accidental radiation release in June,

1985.

Issue 303.05-5 - Radiation Monitors Not Operable and Not

Maintained:

WI-85-039-002

The CI alleged that radiation monitors at WBN had not been

operable until mid-1984 and have not been maintained.

To locate the issue in which a particular concern is evaluated,

consult the following attachments:

Attachment A, Subcategory Summary Table

Attachment B, List of Concerns by Element/Issue

2.0 EVALUATION PROCESS

2.1 General Methodology

The evaluation of this subcategory was conducted according 
to the

Evaluation Plan for the Employee Concerns Task Group and the

Evaluation Plan for the Operations Group. The concern case files

were reviewed. Source documents were researched and interviews

conducted in order to identify the requirements and criteria 
which

applied-to the issues raised by the concerns. The issues were

evaluated against the identified requirements and criteria 
to

determine findings. A collective significance analysis was

- conduct-ed; causes were indicated for negative findings; and

corrective action for-the-negative findings was-initiated or

determined to have already been initiated.

2.2 Specific Methodology

Applicable sections from the following baseline requirements

documents were reviewed: FSARs at WBN, SQN, and BFN; WBN, SQN, and

BFN Technical Specifications; TVA Topical Report; and the NQAM. To
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ensure consistency and implementation of the requirements found 
in

these documents, applicable Standard Practices, Administrative

Instructions (AI), Surveillance Instructions (SI), Quality Control

Instructions (QCI), procedures, data packages and records were

reviewed. In addition, files which had been expurgated by NRC, as

well as WBN plant staff reports, Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS)

reports, and SQN Generic Concerns Task Force (GCTF) reports of

concerns previously investigated were reviewed.

Informal interviews were conducted with cognizant personnel when

required either to verify document-based findings or to provide

nondocument-based evaluation input. Interviews were conducted with

personnel in ONP; Instrument Maintenance Sections at WBN, SQN and

BFN; Electrical Maintenance Section at BFN; WBN Preoperational Test

Staff (PREOP); DNC Instrument Engineering Unit; Division of Nuclear

Engineering (DNE) WBN and SQN Engineering Project Instrumentation

and Control Supervisors; and DNC Engineering Support Group (ESG).

Interviews were also conducted with calibration technicians and

supervisors at Central Laboratories and with personnel in the DNE

Radiation Protective Section (RPS), including the cognizant safety

analysis supervisor in DNE.

3.0 FINDINGS

Generic applicability statements are included for concerns which 
are

classified as being potentially safety-related or safety-significant

denoted on Attachment A.

3.1 Element 303.01 - Difficulty in Obtaining Obsolete Equipment

Issue 303.01-1 - Difficulty in Obtaining Obsolete Equipment

WBN

The two employee concerns comprising this issue were evaluated

previously by WBN plant staff. The staff's investigation of concern

IN-85-841-001 had indicated the concern to be invalid due to a lack

. .of_ ndstanding of the plant's AI-9.11, "Repair and/or Replacement

of-Obsolete Plant -Process- Instrumentation." In the inve.stigatioan of

concern IN-86-079-001, the plant staff had substantiated the

concern. However, the plant staff had noted that the equipment

currently installed meets specific design criteria and that, in some

cases, it may not be economically feasible to replace it with newer

model instrumentation. The staff had noted that replacement of

instrumentation must be accomplished using the Design Change Request

(DCR) process, including a cost benefit analysis. The staff also

had stated that any employee may identify obsolete instruments to

the Instrument Maintenance Section to be evaluated for replacement.
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The evaluation for WBN found that there were no specific

deficiencies because both of these concerns had been addressed

adequately by WBN plant staff. Also, no adverse effects on safety

were found for either concern because proper operation of

safety-related equipment in accordance with technical specification

requirements is periodically verified by SIs.

Concern IN-85-841-001 was evaluated for generic applicability to SQN

and was not validated. Sequoyah's Standard Practice SQM-60 was

judged equivalent to WBN AI-9.11 in that it also provides

instructions for replacing obsolete equipment using the DCR

process. SQN's AI-Il and SQA 45 also provide guidance for

initiating a DCR for replacement or substitution of equipment when a

spare parts inventory can no longer be provided for original

equipment.

BFN

Concern IN-85-841-001 was evaluated for generic applicability to BFN

and was not validated. No instruction exists that is equivalent to

WBN AI 9.11. However, when spare parts can no longer be obtained

for original equipment, the responsible sections initiate a DCR for

replacement or substitution of equipment in accordance with BFN

Standard Practice BF 16.2. Although this standard makes no specific

reference to obsolete equipment or substitutions, it does state that

* procured equipment must be equal to or better than original design.

Conclusion

The issue (concern IN-86-079-001) was verified as factual but not a

problem at WBN.

Generic Appl-cability

The issue was not verified-at SQN and BFN. Due to the findings at

these plants, evaluation at BLN was determined to be not necessary.

Element--303.02 - Location of Cold Leg -Accumulator -(CLA) and

Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) Level Transmitters

Issue 303.02-1 - Inaccuracies in Safety Injection System CLA Level

Instrumentation

WBN

The issue regarding cold leg accumulator level instrumentation was

determined to have been evaluated previously by NSRS for WBN. The

NSRS report, I-85-208-WBN, had stated that the concern was valid.

3-.-2
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The current evaluation concurs with findings of the NSRS, 
however,

it was found that adequate corrective action was being taken. 
The

NSRS had found that there had been a history of 
problems in general

with capillary type transmitters and that the cause 
of the

discrepancies in the cold leg accumulator level transmitters 
had not

been readily determined. The report had recommended that WBN

Instrument Maintenance Section (IMS) engineers formulate a plan as

soon as possible to resolve the discrepancies in the 
cold leg

accumulator level transmitters.

In response to the report, WBN IMS engineers had performed 
and

revised calculations for acceptable tolerances in deviations between

channels of level indication. The revised calculations had shown

the maximum acceptable deviation between channels to be 
four

percent. Therefore, the five percent deviation noted in the concern

had been out of specification. The IMS had updated the applicable

surveillance instruction to reflect the revised calculations. 
Also,

the staff had submitted DCR-633 to replace the existing 
cold leg

accumulator transmitters with more reliable transmitters. 
The DCR

had been approved as a before-fuel-load item and its 
completion is

being tracked by CATD 30302-WBN-01. Based on the fact that the level

transmitter will be replaced before fuel loading as a result of the

DCR, there will be no adverse effects on safety.

The issue regarding cold leg accumulator level instrumentation was.

evaluated for generic applicability to SQN and was substantiated.

It was determined that problems with cold leg accumulator level

transmitters also had existed at SQN. These problems had consisted

of deviations between level channels 
on the same cold leg

accumulator :and had been attributed to elevation differences on the

sense line taps. These problems had been corrected by adjusting the

scaling for the transmitters to the narrowest span. However,

instrument drift has remained a maintenance problem. DCR 1848 has

been written to replace the obsolete Barton transmitters and will be

implemented-by Engineering Change Notice (ECN) L6358 during the next

outage. This change should provide adequate corrective action and

reduce- the maintenance required for this system. Because corrective

action 'has -been -taken -and
- ECN L6358 was issued to replace- the-

obsolete transmitters by the next outage, there will 
be no adverse

effects on safety.

I R2

IR2

I

Conclusion

The issue was factual but corrective action was initiated prior 
to this

evaluation.
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Generic Applicability

The issue is unique to the Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supply System

(NSSS) and applies only to WBN and SQN. No evaluation was necessary

at BFN and BLN because they have different NSSS vendors.

Issue 303.02-2 - Inaccuracies in Narrow Range Level Instruments for

WBN Unit 1 RWST

WBN

The issue regarding RWST level transmitters at WBN also was

determined to have been previously investigated by NSRS. The NSRS

report, I-85-327-WBN, had found the concern to be valid in that

recurring problems did exist with the transmitters. The current

evaluation concurs with findings of the NSRS, however, it was found

that adequate corrective action had been taken for this concern. 
It

had been found that changing the zero adjustment had not been 
an

approved method for correcting indication discrepancies. Also, NSRS

had found a Maintenance Request (MR) which had not documented 
the

installation of a temporary potentiometer on instrument I-LT-63-46.

In response to the NSRS investigation, the plant staff had 
informed

appropriate personnel that changing the zero adjustment was not an

approved method for correcting indication discrepancies. Also,

AI-2.15, "Temporary Alterations," had been revised to include

.- clarifications recommended by NSRS. The temporary potentiometer on

- instrument I-LT-63-46 had been removed, and its removal had been

-documented properly. Furthermore, DCR-678 has been written and

approved to replace the RWST transmitters as they become

inoperable. CATD 30302-WBN-01 was issued to track implementation of

this DCR. Because the level transmitters will be replaced under the

DCR process with acceptable transmitters before fuel loading, there

will-be no adverse effects on safety.

The issue regarding RWST level transmitters also was evaluated for

-generic applicability to SQN and was substantiated. A review of

approximately 50-MRs generated over the last five years on the 
RWST

level transmitters showed a recurring problem with instrument drift.

SQN line management was found to be aware of these problems and to 
be

taking action to ensure that the transmitters meet technical

specification requirements. Because a large majority of the previous

RWST level transmitter problems had been due to frozen sense lines

or to heat tracing problems on sense lines, SQN line management 
was

having new SIs performed on a monthly basis to verify operability 
of

sense line heat trace circuits. SQN IMS personnel-also had taken

field measurements of the transmitters and sense line taps to

compensate for different head pressures at the transmitters.

w
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In addition to these actions, plans were being made at the time of

the evaluation to provide additional trending data on the

transmitters. A decision to replace the transmitters will be based

on the trending data that are obtained. Therefore, SQN line

management was found to have no plans at present to replace the

RWST level transmitters. No violations of Limiting Conditions for

Operation (LCO) were identified by the evaluation. JR2

During the evaluation of this issue, the RWST narrow range level

transmitter surveillance data and acceptance criteria in SI-3 were

determined to be insufficient. Only one level channel's readings

are recorded in the SI, and the readings' acceptability is included

as a note within the SI. This deficiency was thought to represent a

potential reportable occurrence (PRO). CATD 30302-SQN-01 was issued

on this deficiency.

Conclusion

" -The issue was factual at WBN and SQN but corrective action had been

S:-taken prior to this evaluation. However, another problem was found

at SQN.' Level transmitter surveillance data and acceptance criteria

in SI-3 were found to be insufficient.

3.3 Element 303.03 - Accuracy of Safety-Related Instruments

I issue 303.03-1 - Target Rock Valve Reed Switches Inaccurate

*WBN.

NSRS report I-85-286-WBN was found which adequately addressed the

employee concern regarding Target Rock Valves. The NSRS report had

concluded that the employee concern was valid for WBN and that it

should be investigated for generic applicability to SQN as well.

The current evaluation concurs with the findings of the NSRS,

- finding -the concern valid.

The deficiencies at WBN identified in the report had been

restrictive tolerances for the reed switches and lack of a

formalized ma-intenance trending program to minimize recurring

deficiencies-. In--response to the report, WBN Electrical Maintenance

Section (EMS) had the vendor provide enhancement for reed switch

settings and had tested the enhancement on one valve successfully.

The EMS had committed to revising the applicable maintenance

instruction (MI) to include the vendor recommendations. The EMS had

also committed to adjusting and testing Target Rock Valves
individually. The estimated completion date for revising the MI and

for testing the Target Rock Valves had been January 30, 1986. As of

August 8, 1986, the MI had not been revised to include the vendor
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enhancements but the action was still planned. Efforts were found

to be underway to provide a maintenance trending program, but no

schedule for implementation was available. The current-evaluation

of the concern found no specific deficiencies which adversely

impacted safety.

The issue regarding Target Rock Valves was evaluated for 
generic

applicability to SQN. The concern was not substantiated, and no

safety-related issues were identified. In a previous evaluation of

the concern at SQN by the SQN GCTF, it had been shown that Target

Rock Valves were used as containment isolation valves for

post-accident sampling and containment differential pressure 
and on

the reactor head vent system. For the valves in post-accident

sampling and containment differential pressure, the position

switches were used as a seal-in contact to maintain the valves

open. For the valves in the reactor head vent system, the position

switches were for indication only. It was concluded that no

safety-related deficiencies could result from a malfunctioning 
or

misadjusted position switch. Maintenance personnel at SQN were

aware of proper adjustment procedures as provided by vendor

documentation, but no plant maintenance instructions existed.

Recommendations were made to prepare written instructions 
on Target

Rock Valve position switches based on the vendor input. ---

Implementation of this recommendation was considered by the GCTF 
an

enhancement rather than a safety issue.

BFN

--The issue regarding Target Rock Valves was evaluated for generic

applicability to BFN. The concern was not substantiated and no

safety-related issues were identified. The evaluation of the Target

Rock Valves issue at BFN showed that the reed switches for Target

Rock-Valves are--considered by maintenance personnel to be difficult

to adjust due to their sensitivity. However, the switches were-

reported by an electrical maintenance foreman to maintain their

settings after adjustment. No procedures were found to exist at

BFX f-or the adjustment of Target Rock Valve reed .switches. It was

reported- -however-,- that the crafts are knowledgeable in the methods

of adjustment. No reed switch problems during- plant operations were

noted. Downstream instruments are used to assess-valve position and

steam flow when the relief valves open automatically; therefore, no

safety functions are impaired by erroneous position indication from

the reed switches should they be out of calibration.
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During the evaluation of this concern at BFN, there were problems

noted with the equipment history archives at the plant. It was

found that the maintenance request data base had only been in

existence since March, 1983. Prior to this time, Trouble Requests

(TRs) had been used. The data base for the TRs currently does not

allow for search by the component identifier. Therefore, developing

a maintenance history on a particular component such as a Target

Rock Valve before March, 1983 is not possible without reviewing 
some

30,000 records individually.

Conclusion

The issue was verified as factual at WBN. Also, as a result of this

evaluation, other problems requiring corrective action 
were

identified at WBN, SQN, and BFN.

Generic Applicability

The construction phase at BLN precluded evaluation 
there.

Issue 303.03-2 Radiation Monitors Inaccurate

WBN

The employee concern regarding safety-related equipment 
accuracy and

calibration procedures at WBN was found to be referring directly to

radiation monitoring equipment., The CI believed there was 
a

70-percent error associated with some radiation monitoring

equipment. The concern as stated was not validated for WBN.

However, it was determined that acceptable, correctable inaccuracies

of up to 35 percent do exist in the electronics of radiation

monitors throughout the nuclear industry. It was found that

radiation monitor inaccuracies at WBN are routinely corrected 
during

periodic functional checks and calibrat-ions performed in accordance

with SIs. These SIs-contain requirements taken from WBN Technical

Specifications as well as vendor recommendations for setpoints and

tolerances. The mon-itors-' alarm setpoints are chosen conservatively

-to accommodate-the inaccuracies in the electronics and to ensure

- that- technical specif.ication limits are- not exceeded. Furthermore,

i-f any person should suspect-that a radiation mon-itor at WBN is

malfunctioning, WBN Standard Practice WB-11.4provides a mechanism

for reporting equipment malfunctions to DNE.

SQN

The investigation at SQN resulted in conclusions similar to those

reached at WBN, finding the concern not valid.
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Conclusion

The issue was found to be not valid at both WBN and SQN.

Inaccuracies in radiation monitoring equipment were identified,

however, these inaccuracies are correctable by calibration

identified in applicable procedures.

Generic Applicability

Evaluation at other sites was found to be not necessary.

Issue 303.03-3 - Steam Generator Local and Remote Level Indicators

Differ

WBN

This issue concerns the accuracy of WBN steam generator 
level

indicators. This issue was found to be valid at WBN but not a

problem. The cognizant engineer in Instrument Maintenance stated

that there were many possible explanations for the CI having

observed error in steam generator level indications, such as

inoperable transmitters or drained reference legs 
to transmitters.

The engineer stated that, in most cases, the instruments 
are

isolated during flushes to prevent chemicals from entering

instrument lines and that tygon tubing is sometimes used to monitor

levels rather than instruments.

The engineer indicated it was not possible to know what

configuration may have existed at the time of the 
CI's observation.

A cognizant Instrument Mechanic (IM) was not familiar 
with the

practice of confirming instrument accuracies by way 
of nitrogen flow

as stated in the concern. The IM stated that the instruments were

calibrated by filling the sensing lines with water and pressurizing

-by hand- pumps-. A c ognrizant test engineer who had been the DNE test

representative during hot functional testing noted 
that instrument

accuracy had been verified satisfactorily in hot functional testing

in August 1983 and mini-hot functional testing in September 
1984.

--The engineer -also stated- that the accident analyses. 
-accommodated

postulated steam- generator level errors and that setpoints 
were-

selected such that the auxiliary feedwater system would 
maintain a

level above the tube bundles in at least two out of-four steam

generators should any errors occur. This was confirmed later by a

review of the FSAR.

Conclusion

The issue was found valid but not a problem at WBN.

I.
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Generic Applicability

Because no problems were found at WBN, it was not necessary to

evaluate the issue at other plants.

3.4 Element 303.04 - Calibration of Ice Condenser Load Cell

Issue 303.04-1 - TVA Unable and Unwilling to Calibrate Ice Condenser

Load Cell Properly

WBN

The issue concerns the calibration accuracy of the load cells used

in ice surveillance weighing. The concern was found to be not valid

at WBN.

Ice condenser load cells are calibrated to plus/minus 0.3 percent of

range by TVA's Central Laboratory as specified in SI-6.17, "Weigh

Ice Baskets." This equates to plus/minus six pounds variance on

measured ice weight since the load cell's range is 0-2000 pounds.

A 95 percent confidence level in the total ice condenser ice weight

- is determined through use of a computer program after each ice

weighing session is completed. The SI requires a plus/minus six

pound accuracy for load cells, even though the Technical

Specification Bases 3/4.6.5.1 indicates that the minimum ice weight

in a basket of 1214 pounds includes a one percent (or 12 pound)

allowance for weighing accuracy.

SQN . . .

The issue was not evaluated at SQN because it was found not valid at

WBN.

Con clusi-on-

The issue was determined to be not valid at WBN._

Generic- Applicability

The issue applies only to WBN and SQN because they are the only

TVA nuclear plants with ice condensers and for this reason was not

evaluated at BFN or BLN.

Issue 303.04-2 - Ice Condenser Load Cell Test Weight Incorrectly

Labeled
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WBN

The issue is incorrect labeling of an ice condenser test 
weight and

was found not valid. However, a related problem was found with the

FSAR as a result of the evaluation. Test weights are labeled with

their nominal weight as measured by the calibrated load cell. 
The

calibration reports generated for these test weights specify 
the

accuracy of that nominal weight based on the calibration procedure

used. TVA is capable of calibrating test weights as close as 0.1

percent of labeled weight. The test weight accuracy does not

impact the net ice weight results since the test weight is used 
only

for monitoring load cell calibration during ice weighing sessions

and is not used for calibrating the load cell.

The evaluation found that the minimum ice weight specified in WBN

FSAR Section 6.7.4 and Technical Specifications Section 3.6.5.1 
are

in disagreement. The weight had been revised in the latest revision

to the Technical Specifications based on reduced ice weight

requirements by Westinghouse, but the change had not been made in

the FSAR. SI-6.17 was found to be in agreement with the Technical

Specifications for ice weight. The DNE Licensing Section was

notified by Corrective Action Tracking Document (CATD) 30304-WBN-01

to have a change initiated to the FSAR as well. This specific

deficiency was judged to be neither generic nor safety-related. The

specific deficiency and its symptom were evaluated further under

Subcategory 307, "Nuclear Power/Site Program/Procedure."

The issue was not evaluated at SQN because it was found not valid 
at

WBN.

Conclusion

The issue was found not -valid at WBN. During evaluation, a

discrepancy was found between -the FSAR and the Technical

Specifications. This problem was addressed by CATD 30304-WBN-01.

Generic Applicabilit ..

The issue applies only to WBN and SQN because they are the only TVA

nuclear plants with ice condensers and for this reason was not

evaluated at BFN or BLN.

3.5 Element 303.05 - Reliability, Design and Maintenance of Radiation

Monitoring Equipment

Issue 303.05-1 - Improper Installation of Radiation Monitor Cables
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soN

Some radiation monitor cable connectors had been found loose during

the modification mentioned in the original concern, but these had

been corrected and inspected by QA before termination. The issue

was found not valid. Megger and continuity checks and surveillance

testing had been performed before the radiation monitor had been

returned to service to ensure proper installation of all the cables

in Penetration 23. No deficiencies-were identified during the

evaluation, and the concern was determined not to be a reportable
occurrence.

However, Conditions Adverse to Quality Report (CAQR) SQP870178 was

issued because incorrect vendor instructions were identified. The

instructions pertain to all the installation of shields on Amphenol I

connectors used during the work in question. CATD 30305-SQN-04 was JR2

issued to track closure of SQP 870178.

Megger and continuity checks and surveillance testing were performed

to ensure proper installation of the cables in penetration 23.

Conclusion

CAQR SQP870178 was issued because incorrect vendor instructions JR2

were identified. CATD 30305-SQN-04 was issued to track closure of
SQP 870178.

Generic Applicability

Because the issue was not substantiated, evaluation at other sites
was not necessary.

Issue 303.,05-2 - Maintenance and Operability of Radiation Monitor

SQN-

The concern regarding maintenance and operability of Sequoyah

radiation monitor 1-RM-90-104 was found to have been evaluated

prev-iously- by NSRS.. NSRS report I-85-613-SQN had validated the

concern as-d d-thepresent evaluation. However, -the radiation

monitor is tagged "out-of-service", and the SIs are not being

performed pending implementation of DCR 1596 to remove the monitor.

In addition, the monitor performs no safety-related function and is

not required to meet any technical specification requirements.

Conclusion

The issue was found to be valid however, because the monitor does

not perform a safety-related function this was not seen as a problem.
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Issue 303.05-3 - Air Monitor Flow Controls Not Listed as 
1R2

Technical Specification or Compliance Instruments

The issue refers to the air monitor flow controls 
for Sequoyah

radiation monitor 2-RE-90-100 and was found 
factual but not a

problem. The airflow sample pump controls are not required for

operation of the radiation monitor. The monitor has its own separate

sample pump and flow controls which are Technical 
Specification

instruments. The airflow monitor sample pump and flow controls 
are not

required by any Technical Specifications and 
are not listed as either

technical specification or compliance instruments.

Conclusion

The issue was found to be factual but not a 
problem.

Generic Applicability

It was determined that the issue was specific 
to SQN and evaluation

at other sites was not necessary.

Issue 303.05-4 - Improper Operation of Continuous Air Monitors 
(CAM)

BFN

This issue questions the functioning and accuracy 
of CAMs at BFN and

was found to be not valid. For the incident specified in the

concern, it was determined that the local CAM had 
not seen the same

airborne radiation levels as had been measured by local sampling.

The reasons for this had been the location of the 
CAM relative to

the scene of the incident, as well as the dilution effects of

airflow in the area. It was found that the CAMs are adequate to

meet their intended design function. However, it was also found

that the CAMs had required excessive maintenance to keep 
them in

operation and that they would probably be replaced 
or upgraded

because of -this.

SON

This issue was evaluated for generic applicability 
to SQN. It was

found that the CAMs at SQN met the design requirements 
and the

issue was not substantiated. Although they are not state-of-the-art,

they are more reliable than the particulate iodine noble 
gas (PING)

monitor used for other applications at SQN.
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Conclusion

The issue was not substantiated.

Generic Applicability

No evaluation at other plants was determined to be necessary.

Issue 303.05-5 - WBN Radiation Monitors

WBN

The issue is that radiation monitors at WBN had not been operable

before the middle of 1984 and have not been maintained since then.

The issue was substantiated at WBN and subsequently at BLN. There

was general agreement by ONP test engineers and DNC engineers that

housekeeping and protection of instruments from incidental damage

had not been adequate during the construction phase. New

requirements for instrument protection had been added in June 1985

to the DNC housekeeping and storage procedures and instructions to

reduce the possibilities of incidental damage to installed

instruments. A draft DNC procedure was found to be in review which

contains more detail for installation and inspection of instruments

than the instructions it will replace; however, the procedure

contains no provision for inspecting instrument protective

coverings. This was noted as a specific deficiency for WBN as well

as for BLN. The deficiency was identified by QA personnel at BLN

and no further evaluation was considered necessary there. WBN line

management was notified of the deficiency by CATD 30305-WBN-01 and
BLN management notified by CATD 30305-BLN-02.

A review of ONP housekeeping inspection records for 1985 and 1986

showed that not all inspections were being performed and documented

-as required.

This deficiency was in-apparent violation of the requirements of

NQAM, Part II, Section 1.2 which specify that plant areas be

inspectedLat least once per month and that QA records be-

-maintai-ned. The WBN-Site Director-was informed of this deficien-cy

by CATD 30305-WBN-03. This specific deficiency was judged not to be

safety-related. The deficiency and associated symptom were moved to

Subcategory 313, "Miscellaneous", for evaluation in addition to this

report's evaluation.

Conclusion

This issue was substantiated at WBN and BLN.

-- 2 :. . .
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Generic Applicability

No evaluation was conducted at SQN and BFN because the issue applies

only to plants under construction.

4.0 COLLECTIVE SIGNIFICANCE

A collective assessment of the element-level findings (Section 3.0) 
led

to the identification of one subcategory-level finding which reflected

adversely on line management effectiveness at three sites. This finding

dealt with the lack of plant management control of equipment history

which would preclude recurring instrument failures:

Processes have been lacking at WBN, SQN, and BFN for trending equipment

performance and for subsequent root cause analysis of recurring 
hardware

deficiencies to preclude recurrence of problems. These processes should

include tracking of corrective action and follow-up to ensure 
that

appropriate action is taken.

- ... Several examples from the subcategory support this finding. Recurring

instrument deficiencies were noted at WBN with respect to Target Rock

valve reed switches, Cold Leg Accumulator (CLA) level transmitters, andII .. Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) level transmitters. WBN line

management had taken no action to preclude recurrence of these

deficiencies. During the evaluation of the Target Rock valve reed switch

problems, NSRS had noted the lack of a formalized maintenance trending

program to minimize recurring failures. Various Instrument Maintenance

Section (INS) engineers at WBN had known about the CLA level transmitter

problems but no formal program had been in place for reporting the

.. .. problem, developing corrective action, and tracking the actions taken.

A recurring problem with RWST level transmitters had existed at SQN over

the last five years, but a-maintenance trending program is now in place

which should identify and address recurring maintenance problems in the

future. At BFN equipment history archivespreclude generation of

maintenance history on a particular component for times before March 1983.

No overall pattern of hardware deficiencies was found by this evaluation.

- The equipment-problems- found were isolated cases and corrective action

had been initiated. However, -the specific deficiencies revealed- by- the
-  I-R2

investigation were all characterized by the same problem: procedures

and instructions were not adequate to ensure compliance with requirements.

Corrective actions already initiated or planned will adequately address

the specific procedure/instruction deficiencies identified in this report.

The overall question of procedure adequacy will be elevated to the

Category Report for further evaluation.
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5.0 ROOT CAUSE, PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

Sections 3.0 and 4.0 discussed the specific findings for each of the

element evaluations of this subcategory and their collective

significance. This section presents the results of an independent review

and analysis done on these specific element-level findings to identify

the most frequently occurring and widespread root causes at the

subcategory level. Patterns of recurring findings called symptoms were

derived from the elements. These symptoms were tested for root causes,

and the root causes for all elements were then analyzed collectively to
identify those which occurred most frequently and at the most sites.

Details of the symptoms and root causes derived for each element are

presented in Attachment G, "Summary of Symptoms and Root Causes."

A review and analysis of these root causes taken collectively points to

several significant root causes for the subcategory as follows:

a. A system or process is not in place to uniformly incorporate

commitments and revisions to upper-tier requirement documents in all

affected lower-tier documents (WBN).

b. Personnel are not being trained effectively in applicable regulatory

commitments and requirements and in the TVA administrative procedures I

and instructions that govern their activities (WBN). 1R2

c. There have been inadequate processes to detect adverse trends in I

equipment performance and lack of controls to govern maintenance

activities (WBN, SQN, BFN).

These three root causes can be applied specifically to the elements of JR2

this subcategory. The first root cause applies to Element 303.04 where

the evaluator had found ice weight requirement revisions from Westinghouse

incorporated in the Technical Specifications but not in the FSAR. The I

second root cause applies to Element 303.05 where personnel had not been 1R2

fully carrying out procedures and instructions related to housekeeping I

inspections. The third root cause, is consistent with the subcategory-level I

findings presented in section 4.
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Corrective Action Tracking Documents (CATDs) were not issued 
specifically

on these subcategory-level root causes. It was believed that corrective

action being taken already by line management as part of the 
commitments

made in the Nuclear Performance Plan were helping to address 
these root

causes. However, line management was expected to use the subcategory-

level root cause information as an aid in preparing corrective 
action

responses to subcategory-level CATDs that would preclude recurrence 
of

the deficiency noted. The ECTG's process for judging the adequacy of line

corrective action responses to subcategory-level CATDs included 
a

determination of how well the applicable root causes were addressed 
by

the responses.

The significant root causes for all subcategories in the Operations

category provided part of the input for determining 
programmatic areas of

weakness at the category level and the associated causes. 
In the

* ~.Operations category report, these programmatic weaknesses and 
associated

causes are presented along with a discussion of how 
they are being

corrected through implementation of the Nuclear Performance 
Plan and

other corrective action programs.

6.0 CORRECTIVE ACTION

6.1 Corrective Action at Element Level

6.1.1 Element 303.02 - Location of Cold Leg Accumulator and RWST

Level Transmitters

WBN

- .As discussed in the findings, WBN plant staff had taken

corrective action on the CLA level transmitters as a result

of an-NSRS report on the employee concern. The IMS had

performed and had revised calculations for acceptable-

tolerances in deviations between channels of level

indication. The IMS had updated the applicable SI to reflect

the revised calculations. Also, the INS had submitted a DCR

to replace the existing cold leg accumulator transmitters

-wi-th-more reliable. transmitters. The-DCR had been accepted

as- a -before-fuel-load- i-tem.

With respect to RWST level transmitters, WBN is replacing

them under a DCR as they become inoperable. Appropriate

procedure changes and training with respect to unclear or

incorrect maintenance practices on the transmitters was also

accomplished.

CATD 30302-WBN-01 was issued to WBN line management tracking ,R2

S DCR 633 and DCR 678 regarding CLA and RWST level transmitters. I
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SQN

CATD 30302-SQN-01 was issued to SQN noting that:

SI-3 records only one narrow range level channel for

verifying compliance with tech spec RWST volume requirements

and the specific channel used is not designated during

performance of the SI. Because of this condition, channel

calibration out of tolerance reports cannot be evaluated 
for

impact on SI results nor can an audit be performed to verify

past compliance. Additionally, MRs reviewed during the

evaluation did not specify the work instructions used 
for

loop calibration. These deficiencies are considered to

represent a PRO.

SQN management has responded as follows:

."DCR-1848 has been submitted and ECN-L6378 issued to 
replace

the obsolete Barton Model 384 transmitters on the Cold Leg

Accumulators. Plans are to work this ECN during the unit 1,

cycle 4, and unit 2, cycle 3 refueling outages at SQN.

Transmitters will be recalibrated before unit 2 
startup to

_ ensure operability."

_...... ...... "The problem of deviations in indicator readings has been

corrected at SQN by taking field measurements and

-compensating for the differences in sensor elevations in the

transmitter scaling. This action was taken in September 1983

on unit 2 and April 1984 on unit I."

"More comprehensive trending data will be collected than has

been in the past and a new Preventive Maintenance instruction

will be written."

-"Investigation of this Employee Concern at SQN has revealed a

.signifi-cant number of MRs related to problems on the RWST

Upper Level.Transmitters. However, a large majority of these

MRs-were related to frozen sense lines or heat tracing

-problems on the sense. lines. .Surveillance instructions

SI-706-, 706.1, and 706.2 were initiated- in February 1985- to

verify operability of sense-line heat trace circuits. The

performance of these surveillance instructions on a monthly

basis should reduce the number of maintenance problems

related to heat tracing."

"SQN has recently implemented a new maintenance trending

program to identify potential maintenance problems. However,

sufficient data has not been collected since correcting sensea line problems, to make any conclusive determinations.
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SQN Instrument Maintenance Group has plans to initiate 
a new

Preventive Maintenance procedure to monitor the transmitter

output signal for 1, 2-LT-63-46 and 49 on a more frequent

schedule (most likely monthly). The performance of this PM

will not only provide additional trending information, 
but

will also ensure operability is maintained. The PM will be

implemented before unit 2 start up."

"SQN Instrument Maintenance personnel have also taken field

measurements of the transmitters and sense line taps 
to

compensate for different head pressures at the transmitters.

This was done to ensure an accurate redundant level

indication between channels. This was completed at the time
the heat trace and freeze protection was upgraded."

"Therefore, since corrective actions have already been taken

to remedy maintenance problems associated with frozen 
sense

lines and to correct head pressures values causing inaccurate

level indications, and insufficient trending data has 
been

collected to make conclusive determinations, SQN has 
no plans

to replace the RWST upper level transmitters at present. As

mentioned previously, SQN will continue to monitor the

transmitters operation with the new trending program, 
and the

new Preventive Maintenance instruction which will be

implemented before startup."'.'

"An investigation of the RWST Wide Range Level Transmitters

(1, 2-LT-63-50, 51, 52, 53) has shown that no significant

maintenance or operability problem exists on these

transmitters. The report appears to be in error because of a

confusion between Compliance Instrumentation and Tech Spec

Instrumentation. Tech Spec instruments are specifically

identified in the specifications and these instruments

usually require a channel check for -instrumentation

operability verification. An example-of Tech Spec

instrumentation is the RWST wide range level channels 
in TS

3.3.2-for ESF instruments. A compliance instrument is an

instrument -which is not specifically identified in the 
specs;

-however, -thes-e instruments -are used- to zobta-in data-- to- verify

operability of-a-Tech Spec system. A channel check of

compliance instruments is not required by Tech Spec. 
An

example of compliance instruments are the RWST narrow 
range

level channels used to verify operability of the water volume

in the RWST for TS 3.1.2.6 and TS 3.5.5. Therefore, because

a channel check of the RWST narrow range level indicators 
is

not required by Tech Spec, the data recorded in SI-3 weekly

is adequate to ensure operability of the RWST TS 3.1.2.6 
and

TS 3.5.5. We do not plan to initiate a PRO for this concern."
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"We do agree, that the note in SI-3 has the potential to 
be

overlooked. Therefore, as a long-term goal for the notes in

S1-2, S1-3 daily, S1-3 weekly, and S1-3 monthly, the

operations procedures group will attempt to incorporate 
the

notes into the text of the data sheets as applicable. Also,

a clarification that a failure of the RWST narrow range

channel check does not necessitate entry into the Tech Spec.

LCO for RWST is being considered for a future revision to

S1-3 weekly. However, we do not consider these enhancements

to be required for compliance with Tech Spec and/or the

employee concern report. Therefore, no future commitment

date is listed in item 9 of the corrective action report.

The operations procedures group anticipates the revision to

SI-2 and Sl-3 within approximately 12 months."

CATD 30302-SQN-02 was issued to SQN noting problems with

function and calibration of level transmitters for RWSTs.

SQN has responded as follows:

"More comprehensive trending data will be collected than 
has

been in the past and a new Preventive Maintenance instruction

will be written - (See CATD 30302-SQN-01 CAP).

* i ~ "The corrective actions stated have been initiated; however,

the associated PM's (1678-063 and 1679-063) have been unable

to be performed because the present RWST levels are less than

the required 94% needed to ensure that the levels are above

the taps to the transmitters. Therefore, prior to start-up,

a channel calibration check will be performed on an increased

frequency in accordance with SI-202 to obtain data necessary

to evaluate operability and to provide trending information.

After start-up, the associated PM's will continue to be

performed until a reliability data base is established."

6.1.2 Element 303.03 -Accuracy of Safety-Related Instruments

WBN

- - WBN plant staff had taken correctiv.e- action for- the one valid
.. concern regarding Target Rock Valves as a result-of an -NSRS

report on the concern. CATD 30303-WBN-01 was-issued to

document these actions. In response to the CATD, WBN line

management reported that:

"As a result of problems with adjusting the reed switches on

the Target Rock valves, the Electrical Maintenance Section

(EMS) contacted the vendor to obtain their recommendation.
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Based on the information provided by the vendor, the 
EMS

issued a form TVA 6436, maintenance request (MR), to adjust

1-FCV-l-7 using the "enhancement" method. The valve was

tested as required by Technical Specifications and passed.

However, the final evaluation cannot be made until heatup

when the valve is tested again to assure no thermal problem

exists with setting the reed switches.

In the interim, any Target Rock valves requiring adjustment

will be done by a MR using the "enhancement" method and 
if

those valves that were set using this method operate properly

during heatup, then maintenance instruction (MI) 57.30 
will

be revised to reflect the vendor's recommendation.

The maintenance trending program is still being developed.

Beginning with commercial operation for each unit, quarterly

Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) report 
will be

reviewed for repetitive failures and generic failures.

During this interim period before commercial operation, 
a

Prime computer program has been developed to be used by 
EMS

engineers for the trending of maintenance requests."

At SQN the GCTF had determined that no procedure for

adjusting Target Rock Valves existed. The GCTF had made a

recommendation to prepare written instructions on Target 
Rock

Valve reed switches based on vendor input. This item is

being tracked by CATD 30303-SQN-01. SQN line management

responded as follows:

"Corrective-action for this concern is not required; however,

in accordance-with the recommendation associated with

IN-85-802-001 a procedure will be prepared to-adjust the

valve position switches for Target Rock Valves. The

procedure will be complete by 2/1/87. No corrective action

was proposed-for In-86-079-0
02 but to provide additional

assurance the radiation monitor Procedures are technically

.adequate they are being reviewed using the SI-i -checkli-st

prior to startup".

CATD 30303-SQN-02 was issued to SQN line management noting

questionable adequacy of calibration procedures for radiation

monitors. SQN has responded as follows:

"Radiation monitor calibration procedures are being reviewed

using the SI checklist for guidance. This corrective action

is to be completed prior to plant startup
and will be tracked at SQN by P2 activity 200011950."
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BFN

The evaluation of this concern at BFN identified no specific

safety-related deficiencies regarding Target Rock Valves.

However, it was reported that the adjustment of the reed

switches for these valves had been difficult, and no

procedure was found to exist at BFN for the adjustment 
of

these reed switches. Also, it was found that there is no

capability at BFN to retrieve maintenance history without

specific document numbers and previous maintenance history

cannot be searched for trending history. These deficiencies

regarding lack of maintenance procedures and inadequate

maintenance history retrieval capability were identified 
to

BFN line management in CATD 30303-BFN-01. BFN has responded

as follows:

""FSV-84-8A, 8B, 8C, 8D are Target Rock valves equipped with

magnetic reed switches. The reed switches close to make up a

circuit to an indicating light to show whether the valve 
is

open or closed.

An Electrical Maintenance (EM) procedure for adjusting the

reed switches does not exist. Maintenance is usually

performed via a maintenance request (MR) that the unit

operator initiates which simply states the position indicator

lights for the valve are not working properly. Adjusting the

- .. reed switches can be a tedious trial and error process. In

the past it was considered to be within the skill of the

S..... craftsman, but now it is believed that a written instruction

would be advantageous. Therefore, per EM assignment No.

5952, a new procedure will be written for the adjustment of

magnetic reed switches on Target Rock valves. The due date

for- assignment 5952 is March 30, 1987.

The problem with the equipment history is that the MR

tracking program has only-been in-effect about four years.

Prior to that, history records were incomplete or

non-existent. Equipment history is-being maintained now;

--however, -previous: history cannot -be recreated-..

Planning and Scheduling and Document Control are two separate

organizations and they each maintain records in the way that

meets their respective needs and objectives. When trouble

reports (TRs) were used, history records were not properly

maintained and trending was not done. At the present time

trending is done on a systematic basis by the Preventive

Maintenance Section."
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The Target Rock Valves concern was not evaluated at 
BLN

because of the plant's early stages of construction.

However, upon receipt and review of this report, BLN plant

management should provide preventive measures as appropriate

to guard against the occurrence of this concern.

6.1.3 Element 303.04 - Calibration of Ice Condenser Load Cells

CATD 30304-WBN-01 was sent to the DNE Licensing Section

notifying them of the discrepancy between the WBN FSAR 
and

Technical Specifications on minimum ice weight. WBN has

responded as follows:

"Proposed changes to the WBN FSAR have been prepared by

Westinghouse and has been submitted to TVA by WAT D 7136.

These changes will bring the FSAR and Tech Spec into

agreement. The proposed changes will be issued to Watts

Bar Site Licensing by November 28, 1986. This change

should be incorporated in the WBN FSAR by June 1, 1987."

6.1.4 Element 303.05 - Reliability, Design, and Maintenance of

Radiation Monitoring Equipment

ON

CATD 30305-WBN-01 noted that DNC draft procedures for

housekeeping at TVA nuclear plants under construction

contain no provision for inspecting instrument protective

coverings after the instrument installation process is

complete. WBN DNC personnel have responded as follows:

."DNC, Instrumentation Procedure QCP-3-.06-9 provides the

requirements for the inspection and documentation of instrument

installation. The requirement to provide covers or protective

barriers for instruments as stated in instruction QCI 1.36 (since

moved to QCI-I.O6) is contained in inspection procedure QCP-1.36

(R1O, section 7.4.20).

-Sine-QCP-3.06-9 documents a permanent installation-i it does not

need a reference to the temporary covers required by QCI-l.06 or

documented by QCP-I.36. To insure covers are installed in-a

timely manner, IEU will revise the unit SOP to instruct RE to

notify PMU when instruments that require covers are installed."
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The CATD number 30305-WBN-02 was not used.

CATD 30305-WBN was sent to WBN indicating that certain
plant areas had been inspected for housekeeping about

every three months and that not all housekeeping logs were

available in Document Control. These conditions were noted

as apparent violations of the NQAM which specifies that

plant areas be inspected at least once per month and that

records be maintained. WBN line management responded as

follows:

"AI 1.8 Revision 11 dated January 16, 1987:

Paragraph 4.2: The performance of housekeeping inspection

may vary from section to section but shall not be less than

once a month. The supervisor responsible for an area shall

ensure that the inspections are done for his entire area of

. responsibility.

Paragraph 4.5: Records which result from the implementation

of this instruction shall be maintained as quality assurance

... .records in accordance with AI-4.1.

AI-4.1 Revision 15 requires housekeeping inspection reports

be maintained until superceded and housekeeping log reports

be retained 1 year.

The revision to AI-I.8 clarifies inspection frequencies and

no further corrective action is required."

~SON

CATD 30305-SQN-01 was sent to SQN line management requesting

status-of revisions to Sis to denote-Technical-Specification
versu-s non-Technical Specification required monitors. SQN
has responded as follows:-

"SI's associated with radiation monitors will be revised to

•clearly distinguish between non-Tech Spec -and Tech Spec
monitors."

CATD 30305-SQN-02 was issued requesting technical position on

upgrading PING monitors to improve accuracy and reliability.
SQN has responded as follows:

"Factory representative from Eberline rad monitor will be
represented to assist in correcting inherent problem with

PING monitor control room control terminal and also provide

IM with class on troubleshooting techniques and system
description."
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CATD number 30305-SQN-03 was not used.

CATD 30305-SQN-04 was issued to SQN line management
to track the closure of CAQR No. SQP 870178

Revision 0 regarding shields on Amphenol connectors.

BLN

CATD number 30305-BLN-01 was not used.

CATD 30305-BLN-02 was issued noting that DNC draft
procedures for housekeeping at TVA nuclear plants

under construction contain no provision for

inspecting instrument protective coverings after the

instrument installation process is complete. BLN DNC
personnel have responded as follows:

"BLN has an effective program for providing protective covers

on instrument panels and installed equipment in general. A
review of BNP-QCP-I.3 Preventive maintenance, confirms that
instrument panels consistently require a protective cover.
The site housekeeping procedures BNP-QCP-l0.27, requires the

Construction Superintendent(s) to ensure that:

(a) installed equipment is adequately protected from
adjacent construction activities such as welding,

cutting, scaffolding, drilling, or other construction

activity to prevent permanent equipment from being

damaged by construction activity.

(b) special attention is given to the protection of

electrical equipment that has wire mesh or other types

of openings-in the tops for ventilation purposes, and

makes provisions to shield these openings while still

maintaining proper ventilation.

(c) adequate protection is provided for any mechanical

equipment exposed to the elements or adjacent
.con-structi-on a-ctiviti-es..

6.2 Corrective Action at Subcategory Level

A CATD to address the subcategory level finding presented in

section 4 was not issued for this report. Response to

element-level CATDs seemed to indicate that adequate maintenance

trending and maintenance history programs were now either under

development or in use at WBN, SQN, and BFN.
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No subcategory level CAID's are being sent to TVA 
corporate

management to address the findings of this subcategory report as

presented in Section 5.0 of this report because the 
NHRG report and

Nuclear Performance Plan specifically target these 
findings..
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REFERENCE - E
FREQUENCY - RI
ONP - ISSS - RHI

CATEGORY, OP PLi

CONCERN
NUMBER

CHL-85-O01

IN -85-142-006
T50092

IN -85-281-003
T50059

IN -85-640-002
T50062

CPS131J-ECPS1S1C
EQUEST
M P S
ANT OPER, Su~pOýRT

SUB
CAT CAT

OP 303

PLT
LOC

SQN

OP 303 WBN

OP 303 WBN

OP 303 WBN

N N Y N I-85-327 -WBN
REPORT

N N Y N I-85-208-WBN
K-FORM

N NNN
K-FORM

NS, RWST IN UNIT 1 NARROW RANGE 1-LT-63-
46 & 1-LT-63-49 READING WERE 6% OFF

INST ENO (NAME KNOWN) DIRECTED INSTR

UMENTATION MECHANIC TO ADJUST TO ZER

0. THIS WOULD MAKE READING MATCH TH

E CONTROL ROOM. SIMILIAR ON SIS ACC

UMULATORS 1-4, ELEV 716. TWO TRANSM

ITTERS ON EACH ACCUMULATOR. THIS PR

ACTICE CAUSES FALSE READINGS IN CONT
ROL ROOM.

SS THE TWO LEVEL TRANSMITTER ON EACH OF

THE COLD-LEO ACCUMULATORS WILL NOT

READ THE SAME LEVEL DUE TO DIFFERENC
E IN ELEVATION. TRANSMITTERS HAVE B

EEN CALIBRATED AS PER SCALING DATA S

HEET. WHEN PUT IN SERVICE TRANSMITT
ERS WILL READ A 5% DIFFERENCE IN LEV

EL. WHEN THE ENGINEERS WERE TOLD AB

OUT THE PROBLEM THEY SAID DON'T WORR

Y ABOUT IT ADJUST ONE UNTIL BOTH LEV

EL INDICATORS READ THE SAME. (UNIT
1)

NS ICE CONDENSER LOAD CELL AND DIGITAL
READOUT WERE CALIBRATED TO (PLUS/MIN
US) 1 LB. BY VENDOR WITH A 95% CONFI

DENCE LEVEL THAT NET ICE WEIGHT RESU

LTS ARE (PLUS/MINUS) 1 LB.. TVA IS

UNWILLING TO SPEND THE MONEY REQUIRE

D TO RETURN LOAD CELL TO VENDOR FOR

CALIBRATION. (NO ADDITIONAL INFORMA
TION IS AVAILAON IS AVAILABLE).

CONCERNS ARE GROUPED BY FIRST 3 DIGITS 
OF SUBCATEGORY NUMBER.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY:
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR POWER

EMPLOYEE CONCERN PROGRAM SYSTEM CECPS)

LIST OF EMPLOYEE CONCERN INFORMATION

SUBCATEGORY' 303. INSTRUMENTATION AND RADIATION MONITORING

GENERIC
APPL QTC/NSRS P

B B S W INVESTIGATION S CONCERN

F L Q B REPORT R DESCRIPTION

N N N N NS WHY ARE THE AIR MONITOR FLOW CONTROL

K-'FORM S FOR 2-RE-90-100 NOT LISTED AS EITH
ER TECH SPEC OR COMPLIANCE INSTRUMEN
TS?

RUN TIME - 12t2
RUN DATE - 10/2

REFERENCE SECTION I
CATEGORY - OP

UBC6TEPPRY" 505
ectior' issue

3-'.-"5
303.05-3

3.2
303.02-2

3.2

303.02-1

3.4
303.04-1



REFERENCE - EC
FREQUENCY - RI
ONP - ISSS - RHI

CATEGORYs OP PL

CONCERN
NUMBER

IN -85-640-003
T50062

IN -85-802-001
T50071

IN -85-841-001
T50084

CPS131J-ECPS131'
EQUEST i
M

ANT OPER. SUPPORT

SUB PLT

CAT CAT LOC

OP 303 EBN

OP 303

1ý.TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY'
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR POWER

EMPLOYEE CONCERN PROGRAM SYSTEM 
(ECPS)

LIST OF EMPLOYEE CONCERN INFORMATION

SUBCATEGORY., 303 3 INSTRUMENTATION AND RADIATION 
MONITORING

GENERICi
APPL QTC/NSRS P

B B S W INVESTIGATION S CONCERN

F L Q B REPORT, R DESCRIPTION

IN N NNNS ICE CONDENSER LOAD CELL TEST HE

IS LABELED 1780 LB. (PLUS/MINUS
K-FORM 

(OR SOME DECIMAL). HEIGHT_ AS

HBN Y N Y Y I-85-286-HBN
REPORT

OP 303 HBN Y N Y Y
REPORT

IGHT
) .13
HEIG

HED AGAINST LOAD CELL AND RESULIT cWUALLED 1784 LB.. TVA CENTRAL LAB IS
INCAPABLE OF CALIBRATING TO LESS 

TH

AN (PLUS/MINUS) 6 LB. TEST WEIGHT I

S THEREFORE LABELLED INCORRECTLY. 
(

NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILAB

LE)

BOTH UNITS 1 & 2, PROBLEM EXISTS 
HIT

H TARGET ROCK VALVES INSTALLED 
IN BO

TH SAMPLING SYSTEM AND MAIN STEAM 
SY

STEM. TARGET ROCK VALVES IMPROPERLY

ANNUCIATE PART OF THE TIME AND 
READ

SWITCHES ON VALVES REQUIRE CONSTANT

ADJUSTMENT. VALVES IN SAMPLING SYS

TEM LOCATED IN 3/8" STAINLESS 
STEEL

LINES IN ANNULUS AND PRIMARY CONTAIN

MENT AREAS. VALVES IN MAIN STEAM SY

STEM LOCATED ON EITHER 2" OR 3" 
STAI

NLESS STEEL LINES IN SOUTH VALVE 
ROO

M. C/I DID NOT SPECIFY LINE NUMBERS

OR VALVE SERIAL OR MARK NUMBERS

NS "OLD" PLANT INSTRUMENTATION (PROCURE

D 10-12 YEARS AGO) IS OFTEN NO LONGE

R MANUFACTURED/SPARE PARTS ARE 
DIFFI

CULT OR NOT POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN. 
PUR

CHASE REQUISITIONS FOR UNOBTAINABLE
PARTS ARE CANCELLED, YET COGNIZANT 

M

ANAGEMENT (DEPARTMENT KNOWN) HAVE 
IN

STITUTED NO ALTERNATIVES MEASURES 
TO

OBTAIN SUBSTITUTIONS OF PARTS/REPLA

CEMENT ITEMS. THIS HAS THE POTENTIA

L TO ADVERSELY IMPACT PLANT OPERATLO

NS. CI POSTULATED THIS CONCERN TO 
B

OTH UNITS 1 & 2. MANAGEMENT (NAME K

NOWN) IS AHA

M- 2RUN TIME - 1212
RUN DATE - 10/2

REFERENCE SECTION I
CATEGORY - OP

SUBCATEGORY - 303

Section/Issue
J. '4
303.04-2

3.3
303.03-1

3.1

303.01-1

CONCERNS ARE GROUPED BY FIRST 
3 DIGITS OF SUBCATEGORY NUMBER.



REFERE9 - ECPS13lJ-ECPSi31l
V FREQUENCY - REQUEST

ONP - ISSS - RWM

CATEGORY. OP PLANT OPER. SUPPOI

c an
CONCKEN

*NUMBER

IN -85-973-001T50156

S

IN -86-079-001
T50117

CAT

OP

CAT

303

OP 303

4 IN -86-079-002 OP
T50117

CONCERNS ARE GROUPED BY FIRST 3 DIGITS OF 
SUBCATEGORY NUMBER.

TENN VALLEY AUTHORITY 
E

• • •"' OFFI*l INUCLEAR'PONER '
!EMPLOYEE CONCERN PROGRAM SYSTEM (ECPS) 

B
LIST' OF EMPLOYEE CONCERN INFORMATION

RT = SUBCATEGORYt 303'. IINSTRUMENTATION AND RADIATION MONITORING

GENERIC. REFEREN

APPL QTC/NSRSR P 
CATE

PLT p B S W INVESTIGATION S CONCERNCATE

LOC F L Q B REPORT R DESCRIPTION SUBCATE'
- ~Section/i

WBN N N N Y NS STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL INDICATORS DO 3.3
K-FORM NOT ACCURATELY SHOW THE FILL LEVEL 0 303.03-3

F THE STEAM GENERATORS. DURING A FL

USH THAT INCLUDED UNIT 1 STEAM GENER

ATORS, THE SHIFT ENGINEER STATED THA
T THE STEAM GENERATOR (NUMBER NOT KN

OWN)WAS FULL OF WATER. INSTRUMENTS
IN ACCUMULATOR ROOM 14 (716' ELEV.)
SHOULD THIS NOT BE THE CASE, AND THE

* LOCAL INSTRUMENT'S ACCURACY WAS CON

FIRMED VIA NITROGEN FLOW. IF THE S

HIFT ENGINEER'S INSTRUMENTS HAD BEEN
OFF THIS MUCH (ESTABLISHED 40' OF W
ATER ERROR) DURING OPERATIONS, T

WBN IN-86-079-001 "OUTDATED" INSTRUMENTATION INSTALLED 
3.1

K-FORM IN BOTH UNITS 1 & 2 CREATES UNNECES 303;01-1
SARILY HIGH EXPENDITURES AND DELAYS
DUE TO PROBLEMS WITH OBTAINING SPARE
PARTS. NEWER MODEL INSTRUMENTATION
WOULD BE LESS EXPENSIVE TO MAINTAIN
AND WOULD PERFORM THE REQUIRED FUN

CTIONS WITH A GREATER DEGREE OF ACCU
RACY AND RELIABILITY. DETAILS KNOWN
TO QTC, WITHELD DUE TO CONFIDENTIAL

ITY. NUCLEAR POWER CONCERN. VARIOU
S SYSTEMS; INCLUDING PRESSURE TRANSM

ITTERS/FIELD MONITORING. TIME FRAME

- CURRENT. CI HAS NO FURTHER I

WBN N N Y Y NS QUESTIONABLE ADEQUACY OF SAFETY RELA 
3.3

K-FORM TED EQUIPMENT ACCURACY, AND QUESTION 303.03-2
ABLE CALIBRATION PROCEDURES FOR THIS

EQUIPMENT. DETAILS KNOWN TO QTC, W

ITHELD DUE TO CONFIDENTIALITY. NUCL

EAR POWER CONCERN; UNITS 1 & 2; SYST
EM WITHELD; TIME FRAME - CURRENT. C

I HAS NO FURTHER INFORMATION NO FPLL
OWUP REQUIRED.

-83TIME - 12
DATE 10

CE SECTION
GORY - OP
GORY - 30!

Issue



REFERENCE - ECPS13IJ-ECPS131Cd,
FREQUENCY - REQUEST
ONP - ISSS - RWM

ATEGORY' OP PLANT OPER. SUPPORT

CONCERN SUB PIT

NUMBER CAT CAT LOC

-zbp-AA-l03-NO4 OP 303 SON

SQP-86-003ON05

SQP-86-003-001
T50246

WI -85-039-002
T50210

XX -85-044-001
T50153

OP 303

OP 303

OP 303

OP 303

TENNESSEE LEY'AUTHORITY
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR POWER"

EMPLOYEE CONCERN PROGRAM SYSTEM (ECPS)

LIST OF EMPLOYEE CONCERN INFORMATION

SUBCATEGORY, 303 INSTRUMENTATIONAND RADIATION MONITORING

GENERIC
APPL QTC/NSRS P

B B S W INVESTIGATION S CONCERN

L Q B REPORT R DESCRIPTION

N N N N NS NRC IDENTIFIED THE FOLLOWING CO
..... k1 NrL-Nm m•-2 fn -o

K-rFORM

SQN N N N N
K-FORM

SRN N N N N
K-FORM

I.BN

IF

N N N Y
K-FORM '

N NYN
REPORT

1-86-205-SQN

I-85-557-BFN

PAaWl -RUN TIME -
RUN DATE -

NCERN01l FR

OM REVIEW OF QTC FILE. "CI STATES M1
ORE CABLES (IN ADDITION TO THE RADIA

TION MONITOR CABLE CITED IN SQP-86-O
03-001) MAY HAVE A SIMILAR PROBLEM I

N PENETRATION 123. INTEGRITY OF ALL

CONNECTORS AND ASSOCIATED HEAT SHRI

NK IS IN QUESTION. THIS CONCERN REF

ERS TO CABLES IN ADDITION TO THE RAD

IATION MONITOR CABLE CITED IN SQP-86
-003-001.

NS NRC IDENTIFIED THE FOLLOWING CONCERN
FROM REVIEW OF QTC FILE. "SQP-86-0

03-001 IS POTENTIALLY REPORTABLE."

SS THE RADIATION MONITOR CABLE IS NOT I

NSTALLED PROPERLY. PENETRATION 23,

LOWER CONTAINMENT, UNIT 12, MODIFICA
TIONS. (NAMES/DETAILS KNOWN TO QTC

AND WITHHELD TO MAINTAIN CONFIDENTIA
LITY). NO FURTHER INFORMATION MAY B

E RELEASED. NUCLEAR POWER CONCERN.
CI HAS NO FURTHER INFORMATION.

NS RADIATION MONITORS AT WATTS BAR HAVE
NOT BEEN MAINTAINED NOR WERE THEY 0

SPERABLE, UNTIL MIDDLE OF 1984. NUCL

EAR POWER CONCERN. CI HAS NO FURTHE
R INFORMATION.

NS AT BROWN'S FERRY THERE WAS AN ACCIDE
NT OF RADIATION RELEASE ON THE REACT
OR REFUEL FLOOR ON 6/26/85. CONCERN
IS THAT CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORS (CA.

MS) DID NOT FUNCTION PROPERLY AND DI

D NOT REGISTER RADIATION LEVELS ACCU

RATELY. CAM'S ARE OBSOLETE AND SHOU

LD BE REPLACED BY MODERN INSTRUMENTS
SUCH AS PARTICULATE IODINE NOBLE GA

S (PING'S). CI HAS NO FURTHER INFOR

MATION. NO FOLLOW UP REQUIRED.

412123,
10/21/

REFERENCE SECTION #CATEGORY - OP
SUBCATEGORY - 303
Rien th/Issue

303.05-1

3.5

303.05-1

3.5303.05-1

3.5

303.05-5

3.5
303.05-4

CONCERNS ARE GROUPED BY FIRST 3 DIGITS 
OF SUBCATEGORY NUMBER.



REFERENCE - ECPSi13J-ECPS131C
FREQUENCY - REQUEST
ONP - ISSS RWM

CATEGORY, OP PLANT OPER. SUPPORT

CONCERN
NUMBER

XX -85-051-001
T50153

CAT

OP

SUB
CAT

303

PLTLOC

SQN

16 CONCERNS FOR CATEGORY OP SUBCATEGORY 
303

CONCERNS ARE GROUPED BY FIRST 3 DIGITS 
OF SUBCATEGORY NUMBER.

7 . . .. ... .. . ..

J TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR POWER

EMPLOYEE CONCERN PROGRAM SYSTEM (ECPS)

LIST OF EMPLOYEE CONCERN INFORMATION

SUBCATEGORY' 303 INSTRUMENTATION AND RADIATION MONITORING

GENERIC T/NRSP

B B S W INVESTIGATION S: CONCERN
F L Q B REPORT R DESCRIPTION

NkN Y N -85-613-SQNi SS SEQUOYAHt THE RADIATION MONITOR (1-R

K-FORM M-90-104) HAS NOT BEEN MAINTAINED AN
D IS NOT ALWAYS OPERABLE. ANY FURTH

ER INFORMATION WOULD COMPROMISE CONF

IDENTIALITY, NUC. POWER DEPT. CONCE
RN. FOLLOW UP NOT REQUIRED.

PW -5RUN TIME - 12'2-
RUN DATE - 10/2]

REFERENCE SECTION t
CATEGORY - OP

SUBCATEGORY - 305
Section/Issue

3.5
303.05-2



30300
Revision 2

ATTACHMENT B

INSTRUMENTATION AND RADIATION MONITORING

List of Concerns by Element/Issue

The Instrumentation and Radiation Monitoring Subcategory 
(30300) is comprised

of 16 concerns combined into five elements that 
address a total of 13 issues.

Element 303.01 - Difficulty in Obtaining Obsolete Equipment

Issue 303.01-1 Difficulty in Obtaining Obsolete Equipment

IN-85-841-001
IN-86-079-001

Element 303.02 - Location of Cold Leg Accumulator (CLA) and Refueling Water

Storage Tank (RWST) Level Transmitters

Issue 303.02-1 Inaccuracies in Safety Injection System (SIS) CLA 
Level

Instrumentation at WBN

IN-85-281-003

Issue 303.02-2 Inaccuracies in Narrow Range Level Instruments for WBN

Unit 1 RWST

IN-85-142-006

Element 303.03 - Accuracy of Safety-Related Instruments

Issue 303.03-1 Target Rock Valve Reed Switches Inaccurate

IN-85-802-001

Issue 303.03-2 Radiation Monitors Inaccurate

IN-86-079-002

Issue 303.03-3 Local and Remote Level Indicators Differ

... IN-85-973-001

Element 303.04.- Calibration of Ice Condenser Load Cells

Issue 303.04-1 TVA Unable and Unwilling to Calibrate Ice Condenser Load Cell

Properly

IN-85-640-002

Issue 303.04-2 Ice Condenser Load Cell Test Weight Incorrectly Labeled

IN-85-640-003

Page 1 of 2



30300Revision 2

ATTACHMENT B

INSTRUMENTATION AND RADIATION MONITORING

List of Concerns by Element/Issue
(CON'T)

Element 303.05 - Reliability, Design, and Maintenance of Radiation Monitoring

Equipment

Issue 303.05-1 Improper Installation of Radiation Monitor Cables

SQP-86-003-001
SQP-86-003-N04
SQP-86-003-N05

Issue 303.05-2 Maintenance and Operability of Radiation Monitor

XX-85-051-001

Issue 303.05-3 Air Monitor Flow Controls Not Listed as Technical

Specification or Compliance Instruments

CWL-85-001

Issue 303.05-4 Improper Operation of Continuous Air Monitors (CAMs)

XX-85-044-001

Issue 303.05-5 Radiation Monitors Not Operable and Not Maintained

..WI-85-039-002

Page 2 of 2
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Revision 2

Attachment C

Checklist for Root Cause Analysis

I. Procedure lacks specifics to perform task.

2. Personnel lack sufficient training in the applicability/use of procedure.

3. Lack of understanding regulatory requirements 
or commitments.

4. Lack of adequate system, process, or administrative controls to ensure

commitments are reflected in procedures or processes.

5. Inadequate communication within functional 
group.

6. Inadequate communication between functional 
groups.

7. Management Assumed Risk.

8. Procedures incomplete or failed to incorporate 
all technical requirements.

9. Error in judgment by qualified individual.

10. Unqualified individual performing the task.

11. Insufficient time to perform task.

12. Inadequate prerequisites defined to ensure satisfactory 
completion of

1.1 task.

- 13. Personnel performed task knowingly in violation of procedure/process.

14. Personnel error in following procedures.

.15. Failed to identify root cause of previous deficiencies.

-16. Failed to take appropriate action to preclude 
reoccurrence.

17. Inadequate process to detect adverse trends.

18-. Inadequate acceptance-criteria defined to ensure 
satisfactory task

completion.

19-.-- Management -attentivxenessz toý trends.

20. Lack of accessibility to documentation.

21. Inadequate controls for review of results to ensure compliance 
with

commitments.

22. Timeliness of changes to commitments or changes to licensing/regulatory

requirements.

23. Isolated incident.

24. Random error.

25:. Other - i.e., equipment related failure.



30300
Revision 2

ATTACHMENT D

SUMMARY OF SYMPTOMS AND ROOT CAUSES

Element 303.01 was investigated specifically 
for WBN and generically at SQN

and BFN. No specific deficiencies were found in any 
of these investigations,

and no symptoms for root cause analysis 
were tested.

For Element 303.02, the potential for negative 
findings at the subcategory

level was exhibited by the following symptoms: 
(a) recurring instrument

failure, and (b) lack of QA controls for vendor 
performance. The first

symptom appeared in the evaluation for both WBN 
and SQN. The second symptom

appeared only in the evaluation for WBN. As these symptoms were tested for

root cause, the appropriate root causes and 
applicable plant sites were judged

to be as follows:

a. Inadequate communication between functional groups 
(ONP, QA at WBN)

b. Failure to identify root cause of previous deficiencies 
(WBN, SQN)

c. Failure to take appropriate action to preclude 
recurrence (WBN, SQN)

d. Inadequate process to detect adverse trends 
(WBN,SQN)

e. Management attentiveness to trends (WBN, SQN)

-f Inadequate acceptance criteria defined to ensure satisfactory 
task

. .. completion (WBN)

g. Inadequate controls for review of results to ensure 
compliance with

commitments (WBN)

For Element 303.03 the potential for negative findings 
at the subcategory

level was exhibited by the following symptoms: (a) recurring instrument

failure, (b) lack of controls to govern maintenance 
activities (Target Rock

Valves-), (c) configuration control inadequate -(Target Rock 
Valves), and

(d) maintenance history retrieval inadequate. The first symptom appeared only

in-the evaluation for WBN. The second symptom appeared in the generic

evaluation for both SQN and BFN-. The third and fourth symptoms appeared-only

in the generic evaluation for BFN._ As these symptoms were tested for root

cause, the appropriate root causes and applicable 
plant sites were judged -to

be as follows:

a. Lack of adequate system, process, or-admin-istrative-controls 
to ensure

commitments are reflected in procedures and processes 
(BFN)-

b. Inadequate communication between functional groups 
(plant operators, EMS

at WBN)

c. Procedures incomplete or failed to incorporate all technical 
requirements

(SQN)

d. Failure to identify root cause of previous deficiencies 
(WBN)



30300
Revision 2

ATTACHMENT D

0SUMMARY OF SYMPTOMS AND ROOT CAUSES
(CON'T)

e. Failure to take appropriate action to preclude 
recurrence (WBN)

f. Inadequate process to detect adverse trends (WBN, BFN)

g. Lack of accessibility to documentation (BFN)

For Element 303.04 the symptom identified 
was inadequate configuration control

of the FSAR with respect to Technical Specifications. 
The testing of this

symptom pointed to the following root causes 
for WBN:

a. Lack of understanding regulatory requirements 
or commitments

b. Lack of adequate system, process, or administrative 
controls to ensure

commitments are reflected in procedures or processes

c. Inadequate controls for review of results to ensure 
compliance with

commitments

For Element 303.05 inadequate housekeeping affecting 
instruments was

identified as the symptom. The testing of this symptom revealed the following

* root causes for WBN:

a.- Lack of understanding regulatory requirements 
or commitments

b. Lack of adequate system, process, or administrative 
controls to ensure

commitments are reflected in procedures or processes

The analysis of the symptoms and root causes for 
these elements is depicted

graphically in Attachments D, E, and F. Attachment D is a plot of each

S. . element's symptoms versus the root causes pointed out 
by the symptom. Root

cause numbers on the horizontal axis- correspond to 
the 25 items on the

"Checklist for Root Cause Analysis'" found in Attachment 
C.

Attachment E contains bar graphs-showing the number 
of times-each of the

symptoms identified for the subcategory occurs for the various 
plants.

Symptom numbers on the-horizontal axis in this attachment correspond 
to the

symptoms as listed in Attachment D. Attachment F contains bar graphs showing

-the -number -of times -ea-ch- root cause. appears in the subcategory 
for the various.

plants.

Several observations can be made in studying these attachments. 
First, the

"recurring instrument failure" symptom is the only symptom 
appearing in more

than one element. Second, from Attachment E it can be seen that the only 
two

symptoms occurring more than once among the three plants 
evaluated are: (a)

"recurring instrument failure" (three occurrences), and (b) "lack of controls

to govern maintenance activities (Target Rock Valves)" (two occurrences).

Third, there are two root causes that appear more frequently than the 
others,

as shown in Attachment F. These two root causes and their applicable plant
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ATTACHMENT D

SUMMARY OF SYMPTOMS AND ROOT CAUSES
(CON'T)

sites are: (a).lack of adequate system, process, or administrative controls to

ensure commitments are reflected in procedures 
or processes (WBN, BFN) and (b)

inadequate process to detect adverse trends (WBN, SQN, BFN). The latter root

cause was the only one which appeared at 
least once at each of the three

plants evaluated for this subcategory. Also, six other root causes appear

more than once among the three plants evaluated. 
These root causes and their

applicable plant sites are as follows:

a. Lack of understanding regulatory requirements 
or commitments (WBN)

b. Inadequate communication between functional 
groups (WBN)

c. Failure to identify root cause of previous 
deficiencies (WBN, SQN)

d. Failure to take appropriate action to preclude 
recurrence (WBN, SQN)

e. Management attentiveness to trends (WBN, SQN)

f. Inadequate controls for review of results to ensure 
compliance with

commitments (WBN)
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Revision 2

ATTACHMENT E

SYMPTOMS VS ROOT CAUSES

SUBCATEGORY 303

Symptoms

* Recurring Instrument Failure

* Lack of QA for Vendor Performance

* Lack of controls to govern maintenance activities (Target Rock

Valves)

* Configuration Control Inadequate (Target Rock Valves)

* Maintenance History Retrieval Inadequate

* Inadequate Configuration Control (FSAR, Tech Specs)

* Inadequate Housekeeping Affecting Instruments

71 w w

61_ w w W

41 BI
I

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

31 _ _ B -,- S

lL..
W W W W

Element 2-1 W W--- -

303.02 

s

... t| S S S -S

-- wIT w w. w w w

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

ROOT CAUSES

. KEY I
I w= WBN I
I S = SQN I
I B = BFN I

-4-
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ATTACHMENT H

Corrective Action Tracking Documents (CATDs)

Corrective Action
Plan Approved

CATD Number

30302-SQN-01
30302-SQN-02
30302-WBN-01

30303-SQN-01
30303-SQN-02
30303-WBN-01
30303-BFN-01

30304-WBN-01

Yes
Yes
Tracking only

30305-SQN-01
30305-SQN-02
30305-SQN-03
30305-SQN-04
30305-WBN-01
30305-WBN-02
30305-WBN-03
30305 -BLN-01.30305-BLN-02

Yes
Yes
Number Not Used
Tracking Only
Yes
Number Not Used
Yes
Number Not Used
Yes



ECTG C.3
Attachment A
Page 1 of 1
Revision 2

ECSP Corrective
Action Tracking Document

(CATD)

INITIATION Appllcable ECSP Report No: OP-30302-SQN

1. Immediate Corrective Action Required: X To's 0 No

2. Stop Work Reconmmended: 0 Yes 0 No

3. CATD No. OP 30302-001-SQN 4. INITIATION DATE 9

5. RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: SQN

6. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: AQR 0 NQR SI-3 records only oi

9.

.CORRECTIVE

710.

/26/86

ne narrow

range level channel for verifying compliance with tech spec RWST

volume requirements and the specific channel used Is not designated

during performance of the SI. Because of this condition, channel

calibration out of tolerance reports cannot be evaluated for impact

on SI results nor can an audit be performed to verify past

compliance. Additionally, MRS reviewed durint the evaluation did

not specify the work instructions used for loop calibraction. These

deficiencies are considered to represnet a PRO. 0 ATTACHMENTS

PREPARED BY: NAME G. D. Gazdner DATE: 9/26/86

CONCURRENCE: CEG-H ........ .... . DATE: .. ir7.. .. .

APPROVAL:% ECTG PROGRAM MGR. DATE: F1(1LY.4z

ACTION

PROPOSED.CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN:' ?1)'O3PleDt C0oVrT~~ AC-17 '"~

77 ~ ~ l 1,72,'r Fo>'1. f56fod;''A 1'767 r4 l O Ij

- P~~i-6~ ocl.
1 -

I -~ ---- -k-- -

11. PROPOSED BY:
12. .,CONCURRENCE:

-DIRECTOR/MG 04j.f7, L1

S RP:

ECTG PROGRAM MGR: I-

ATTACH ENT

DATE:
DATE:
DATE:
DAT.E-
-DATE:,
DATE:
DATE:

VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

13. Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactorily
implemented.

tTl1AT•tD~ TITLR DATE

I

ATTACHMENTS



IC7G C.3
Attachment A
Page 1 oftl
Revision 2

ECSP Corrective
Action Tracking Document

(CATD)

INITIATION

1.
2.
3.
5.
6.

Applicable ECSP Report No: 303.02 SQN Revision 1

Immediate Corrective Action Required: 0 Yes $ No
Stop Work Recommended: 0 Yes ; No
CATD No. 30302 SQN 02 4. INITIATION DATE 10/14/86
RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: Operations SON
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 4 QR 0 NQR Problems exist with the
function and calibration of level transmitters for the refueling
water storate tanks;

0 ATTACHMENTS7. PREPARED BY: NAME T. W. Wtte DATE: 10/14/86
8. CONCURRENCE: CEG-H -. J.,V..-.- DATE: _L0
91. APPROVAL: ECTG PROGRAM MGR. I J DATE:

S- CORRECTIVE ACTION

10.-- PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN: We accept your proposed corrective
- action as presented with the exception of the problem with SI-3.
7The SI-3 problem remains opon 2nI J& h a '~lS .UL Y5'.

30302 SON 01.

---- --- 0 ATTACHMENTS11. PROPOSED BY: DIRECTOR/MGP S) S3 860910 927 DATE:
....12. CONCURRENCE-: CEG-H DATE: j.... .. SRP_: __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ ____ DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _

DATE:
•DATE-:ý

DATE:
DATE:- _-.__ --ECTG PROGRAM- MGR-:- DATE-:

VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

13. Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactorily
implemented.

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE

2077T



.. .._ - V I in a
Revision 3

ICTG Corrective
Action Tracking Document-

(CATD)

INITIATION Applicable ECTG Report No.: OP 303.02 Ra/ I

1. Iediate Corrective Action Required: 0 Yes 11 Mo

2. Stop Work Recommended: 0 Yes I No

3. CATD No. 30302-WBE-O1 4. INITIATION DATE 04/02/87

5. RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: WBN Plant Manager. WBEP

6. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 16 QR 0 NQR DCR 633 for replacement of the

cold let accumulator level transmitters and DCR 678 
for replace-

ment of the refueling water storaLe tank level transmitters 
have

not been implemented. Completion of these modifications is a

requirement before fuel load (unit 1).

0 ATTACHMENTS

7. PREPARED BY:- NAME /DATE: 0402/87

8. CONCURRENCE: CEG-H DATI

9. APPROVAL: ECTG PROGRA -

CORRECTIVE ACTION

10.;, PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN: -,.4 9
1' 0 f

0 -.
TTACHMENTS

.11. PROPOSED. BY: DIRECTOR/MGR: 'rVA -,A O,,L) DATE:

12. CONCURRENCE: CEG-H: DATE:

ECTG PROGRAM MANAGER DATE:

. VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

13. Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactorily

implemented.

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE

- 3820T



ECTG C.3
Attachment A
Page 1 of 1
Revision 2

ECSP Corrective
Action Tracking Document

(CATD)

INITIATION Applicable ECSP Report No: 303.03 SON Revision 1

Immediate Corrective Action Required: 0 Yes 1 No

Stop Work Recommended: 0 Yes H No
CATD No. 30303-SQN-01 4. INITIATION DATE 11-08-86

RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: Electrical Maintenance

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 0 QR S NQR
Recommendation was made to provide written instructions on

-setting valve position indicator switches on Target Rock valves.

7. PREPARED BY: NAE 1. w.
..9.... CONCURRENCE: CEG-H "

: 9. APPROVAL: ECTG PROGRAM MGR.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

.0.. PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN:

R ATTACH3ENTS
DATE: jo•-•j-86
DATE: 4o-4•
DATE:

Commitment has been made to

prepare written instructions for setting valve position

indication switches for Target Rock valves. To be accomplished

-- by 02-01-87.

. ~e .i 
ga- .S " .

11., PROPOSED BY:

12.. CONCURRENCE:

.DIRECTOR/MNqR:f SO3 86
SCEG-H:-
SEP:______ _

0922 804

ECTG-PROGRAM-NGR_:-

o ATTACHMENTS
DATE: 09/25/86
DATE-: 2LoF1,1/y
DATE: - _ _

DATE:
DATE:
DATE: -.
DATE:-

VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

13. Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactorily
implemented.

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE

2048T

W~i7

•0922 804



ECTG C.3
Attachment A
Page 1 of 1
Revision 2

ECSP Corrective
Action Tracking Document

(CATD)

INITIATION Applicable ECSP Report No:- 303.03 SQN Revision 2

Imnediate Corrective Action Required: 0 Yes 0 No

Stop Work Recommended: 0 Yes W No

CATD No. 303.03-SQN-02 4. INITIATION DATE

RESPONSIBLE ORGAN1IATION:,OteratJos_ --q-8-

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 6,jR/•7•QY" uestion able adequa

calibration procedures for radiation monitors.

PREPARED BY: NAME T. W, Write

CONCURRENCE:- CEG-H -

APPROVAL: ECTG PROGRAM MGR. •. fl /4•

ATTACHMENTS
DATE: 10-08-86
DATE: 1,-1(.
DATE:

CORRECTIVE" ACTI10 7

-, 1 0-.?-•... . .. . ..
PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN: Radiation monitor calibration

procedures are being reviewed using the SI checklist for guidance.

This corrective action is to be completed prior to plant startup

and will be tracked at SQN by P2 activity 200011950.

L7q -6-7 -0 ATTACHMENTS

11.- PROPOSED BY:

12. CONCURRENCE:

DIRECTOR/M7R- S03 860922 804 DAiT:
CEG-H: 1,4. - DATE:

SRP: DATE:
-DATE:-
DATE:
DATE:

ECTG PROGRAM MGR: DATE:

VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

13. Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactorily

implemented.

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE

2052T

1.

2.
3.
5.
6.

10-08-86

~9..

09iYA5100

cy of



ECTG C.3
Attathment A
Page 1 of 1
Revision 2

ECSP Corrective
Action Trackint Document

(CATD)

INITIATION

2.
3.

__ -- .... .. 5 .

6.

7.

Applicable ECSP Report No: OP 303.03

Immediate Corrective Action Required: 0 its No

Stop Work Recommended: 0 Yes No

CATD No. 30303-WBN-O1 4. INITIATION DATE 10-28-56

RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: WBN Plant Manager, Electrical Maintenance

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 0 QR )N QR The WEN response to XSRS report

1-85-286-WBN stated WBE wiII review MI-57.30 to include vendor

recomnendations for Target Rock valve reed switch adjustment and

that a maintenance trending protran was belnp developed for WBX.
Please proylde the Status of these corrective actions.

0 ATTACHMENTS

PREPARED BY: NAME G. D. Gardner DATE: 10-28-86

CONCURRENCE:'ý CEG-H ^lf,1.-
APPROVAL: ECIG PROGRAM MGR.-

&
/

DATE: _•1- -
DATE: *.I(--

WCRRECTIVEA ACT ION

10.,-.. PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN:
SEE ATTACHED E t , C "V ,'c me T0G ~6I---Zcy

13 ATTACHMiENTS

PROPOSED -S: DIRECTOR/GGR: _. L j•--  ,. DATE-:
CONCURRENCE /.CEG-H:-: -- DATE:

SRP: DATE:

DATE:
DATE:
DATE:

ECTG PROGRAM NGR: DATE:

'FICATION AND CLOSEOUT

W 13. Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactorily
implemented.

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE

~2i

Please Provide tbo status of tbese corrective actions.

I - 0 ATTACHMENTS

... ..' .. . 12%
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Page 2 of 1
Revision 2

ECSP Corrective
Action Trackint Document

(CALTh)

INITIATION Applicable ECSP Report No:

1. Imnediate Corrective Action Required: 0 yes '1 No
2. Stop Work Recommended: 0 Iet s No
3. CATI No. OP 30303-O01-BFX 4. INITIATION DATE 9/23/86
S. RESPONSIBLE ORGAXIZATION:BFN Electrical Maint., Document Control
6. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 0 QR 1 NQR Atcordint to cognizant

maintenance personnel at BFN and based on the results of evaluations
at other plants, Target Rock valve reed switch adjustment is
sensitive and difficult. No procedures exist at BFN for their
adjustment. There is an apparent problem with the equipment history
archives at BFN. Planning and Schedulint maintains a searchable
data base because Document Control could not retrieve maintenance

S-- request data without specific document numbers. The previous maint.
history cannot be searched for TR history trendint. 0 ATTACHMENTS

-. 7 PREPARED BY: NAME G. D. Gardner DATE: 9/23/86
8. CNUR.NC:CEG-H 6) DATE:

9 APPROVAL: ECTG PROGRAM MG L' DATE:

CORRECTIVE ACTION . . . .

10. PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN:

0 ATTACHMENTS" 11. PROPOSED BY: DIREC 49UR: DATE: "-t-4
12. "S•P: DATE:

ECIG PROGRAM HGR:

DATE:-
DATE:
DATE:
DATE:

VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

13. Approved corrective actions bave been verified as satisfactorily
implemented.

SIGNATURE
DATE

OP 303.03

/I ;,

TITLE



ECSP Corrective
Action Tracking Document

cLCALD

. INITIATIO!
1.

2.
3.

6.

* - 7.
9.

-* •;- CORRECTIVE

-RVHRF:

APplicable ECSP Report No: OP 303.04

Immediate Corrective Action Required: X Y88 3 NoStop Work Recommended: 0 yes p No
CATD No. OP 30304-001-WBN

CAD o.Op3 30-olA7 4. INITIATION DATE 9-30-86RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:D Nuclear Licensi sectionPROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 9 QR 0 NQR Watts Bar Final SafeltAnayss eport section 6.7 does not11ý1 aree with the ice wei ht
ia S ecifications 

3/4.6.5. This wasetifed 
to DNE b Immediate Action Notice 6-0P303 for

which a response has not been received This sulersedes theprevious notice.

PREPARED 

0Nr ATACHMENTSZBY: NAM G. D. Gardner DATE: 9-30-86CONCUIRRENCE: CEG-H 
DAEAPPROVAL:, ECG P G GDATE:GDATE: ot

ACTION

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN:Proposed changes to the WBN FSAR have been reared by Westinghous
anmd has been submitted tIo TV! byW T D 7 3 (B1h586o~~i These

•d11lk b'11'' 060908601 Teschanges will bring hen e i aeeent The-pro osedd changes wil be iss ed to W •atts Bar Site Licensin bhNovembr 28. 1986-- This chan e shopuld beinop aednthaB FSAR by June 1 9&7____________

Ve it (

11..--PROPOSED BY": DIRECTOR/RIt: 0 v..I 001 0 ATE: HMENTS1. CONCURRENCE. rEG-H: 
-DATE:A SRP: _ _ _ _ _ __ DATE: _-•: - . . .. . ...
DATE:

_ __ DATE-:
_DATE:-

ECTG PROGRA-MGR: DATE:
DATEý: ____

13. -Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactoril,
implemented.

SIGNATURE
TITLE

DATE

1584T

N



- -. ~ . %.4

Attachment A
Page 1 of 1
Revision 2

ECSP Corrective
Action Trscking Document

(CAID)

INITIATION Applicable ECSP Report No: 30305-SQN Revision 2

Immediate Corrective Action Required: 0 Yes • No
Stop Work Recommended: 0 Yes 9 No
CATD No. 30305 SQN 01 4. INITIATION DATE October 9. 1986
RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: Operations
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 0 QI y NQR _

Provide status of revision(s) to SI's to denote technical
specification vs nontechnical specification required monitors.

fl ATT~trU)¢hrr

.. 7. PREPARED BY: NAME T.W. Whte
8. CONCURRENCE: CEG-H
9. APPROVAL:- ECTG PROGRAM MGR.

DATE:
DATE:
DATE:

10-09-86
10-15 -66

1o -174-'p

CIORRECIVE ACTION

10. PROPOSED CORRECTI

11. - PROPOSE BY: DI-D1
-. + 12-. -GOMCURRENCE.: CEG-Ij 'SRP:

S - ECTG

VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

13. Approved correcti
implemented.

VE ACTION PLAN: 78 Te- CA 4P

b~~~~~w~0 rC- 5/s V6' /1- 0 7

0 ATTACHMENHS

• " . . "" " " " DATES'. .

' DATF!"
DATE:
DATE:
DATE:

K DATE:

ve actions have been verified as satisfactorily

PROGRAM KGR:

TITLE

ATT&ruxrvT1z

SIGNATURE DATE



ILFG C. 3
Attachment A
Page 1 of 1
Revision 2

ECSP Corrective
Action Tracking Document

(CAID)

INITIATION Applicable ECSP Report No: 303.05 SON Revision 2

Innediate Corrective Action Required: 0 Yet 8 No
Stop Work Recommended: 0 yet g' No
CATD No. 30305 SON 02 4. INITIATION DATE 10-09-86
RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: Operations
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 0 QR U NQR Provide Positionldetermination
on uptrading PING'S to improve accuracy and reliability.

7. PREPARI
. 8. CONCUR.

:. - 9.- APPROVJ

CORRECTIVE ACTION

ID BY: NAME T. W.,_White
ZENCE: CEG-H O .,

kL:- ECIG PROGRAM MGR. __________

0ATTACHMEN~TSDATE: 10-09-86
DATE: jO-,q-8(,
DATE: /o -17- j*

10-. PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN: ~e- v77~~ CX? 14,V~A~/f1~A1Z~

- .712..- CONCURRENCE:- CEG-lH:

ECTG PR

VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

UKPy -ffDATE:

Z..---.ATK ______146__

* ~~~DATE.-_____
DATE:_.
DATE:

.OGRAM MGR: DATE:
I

13. Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactorily
implemented.

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE

2051T

/,2-ý;ý -r,#e- CXF>

'S53 T6112,0 TOO Z-5-0.3 9611gýl_



ECTG C.3Attachment A
Page 1 of 1
Revision 2

ECSP Corrective
Action Tracking Document

(CATD)

INITIATION Applicable ECSP Report No.: 303.05-SQN-04

1 . Immediate Corrective Action Required: 0 Yes 9 No

2. Stop Work Recommended: 0 Yes I No

3. CATD No. 30305-SON-04 4. INITIATION DATE 3/11/87

5. RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: SQN Modifications

6. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 1 QR 0 NQR During preparations for

installation of amphenol connectors on penetrations 
involving

shielded cable problems with vendor instructions were 
noted. CAQR

No. SQP 870178 Revision 0 was issued. This CATD is for the purpose

of tracking the CAQR.

0 ATTACHMENTS

. 7. PREPARED BY: NAME B. Meers, Jr..I 'I,/'? DATE: 3/11/87

8. CONCURRENCE: CEG-H DATE: I

: 9. APPROVAL: ECTG PROGRAM MGR. DATE:

CORRECTIVE ACTION

10. PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN:

11.
12.

0 ATTACHMENTS

PROPOSED BY: DIRECTOR/MGR 714 eA) DATE: z / ,/A1

CONCURRENCE: CEG-H: 4, ,,O DATE: 3 ///87

SRP-: DATE:
.DATE:-
DATE:
DATE:

ECTG PROGRAM MGR: DATE:

VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

13. Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactorily

implemented.

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE

4488T



AttachmeflL APat* 1 of I
Revisionl 3

ZCSP Correctiv'
Action Trac inf Document

(CAIDj

INITIATION

1.

2.
3.

- 6.

AppVlcable ECSP Report No.: _30305-WBN

Immuediate Corrective 
Action Required: 13Y9 5 No

Stop Work Recommended; 0 Yes arNo

CATD No. 30305-M-BN01 (DuZlicate)
4 . INITIATION DATE 9-10-86

RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: 
WBN DNCN: uring the evaluation of

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 
(T~9 .CFP1 the.06U-9)f o

~%1fV~Oconcern 'WI- SU'-0'2 N drat Dtocedur (QP 3.69r' v- b n r t h e p r u t e t iv e~

.... which does not provie nor L" .= .. was reiviewled -1.36 tomiigte,,

cover nKs tot instruments required by QCI-3 6  t tite aae

to e ui.ment during construction.

0ATrTACHMENTS

.- PREPaR G. D Gardner DATE: 9110186i-:•7..•!• 7 -  1 pREPARE 8', NAME GD •. _ DT: 9/10/86

.CONCURRENCE: CEG- W. R. La er 
-en

9. APPROVAL: ECTG PROGRAM MGR.

V ORLRECTIVE ACTION

I0. P 
O F C I AL--.

-. 0. PR PO E -- ,'---=V ' -;OP"A-

¶1 PROPOSED B!:- DIREU
CONCURRENCE! CEG-H:

- -VE-RI-FICATION AND CLOSEOt

13. Approved corre
implemented.

SIGNAl

3783T

ctive actions have -been--verif led 
-as -stirf actorilY

UREI
DATETITLE



ECSP Corrective
Action Tracking Document

(CATD)

N IT IA

I -

IA~-~-.

*7

TIO?- AApplicable ECSP Report No: OP 303.05

1. Immediate Corrective Action Required: 
• Yes 0 No

2. Stop Work Recommended: 0 Yes 0 No

3. CATD No. OP 303 .05-O03-WBN 
4. INITIATION DATE 9-30-86

5. RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: 
WBN Electrical Maintenance

6. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 0 QR-'-- 
NQR The NQAM specifies that the

plant superintendent shall divide 
the plant into sections and assign

these sections to individuals responsible 
for performing inspections.

he frequency of the checks are required to be not less than once a

month. AI-1.8 specifies that housekeepin& inspections be not less

than twice a month and individual 
areas, as assigned, shall be in-

S spected quarterlv. These requirements are not ver clear on what is

intended. A review of completed Attachment 
2 for AI-I.8 was

conducted on the Instrument Maintenance and 
Electrical Maintenance

Sections for 1985 and 1986. The records obtained from Document

Control indicate that inspections 
were conducted once to twice a

month but that a- secific area was only being inspected about er

three months. Additionally. not all housekee2i logs were found in

Document Control. This is an apparent violation of NQAM

.... rm-tswhich s ecify that plant areas be inspected at least

once per month and that QA records be maintained. The WBN Site

Direct o•w infrmmediate 
Action Notice 14-pP303

and has not yet responded. This CATD supersedes the 
previous notice.

-0 ATTACHMENTS

7.- PREPARED BY: NAME G. D. Gar~fe 
DATE: 9-30-86

8. CONCURRENCE: CEG-H " DATE:• " -

9. APPROVAL:- ECTG PROtGRA MGR. _____P______"--6
-

___ DATE:_ _

.. CORRECTIVE ACTION -

10. PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN: 5e: F P.CAC :P
I. ATTACHMENTS

•-" -- DIRE-CTOR/MGR: 
AE

---11. PROPOSED BY D O DATE:

12. CONCURRENCE: CEG-H: 
DATE.

-SRP--: __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-DATE,., _ _ __ _

DATE, _____

ECTý.PRGRA MR:---------DATE: 
______

'VERIFICATION AND--CLOSEOUTEC ... R D

Timplemented.

TITLE
SIGNATURE DATE



ECTG C. 3
Attachment A
Page 1 of 1
Revision 2 - A

ECSP Corrective

Action Trackin& Document
(CATD)

INITIATION 
Applicable ECSP Report NO:

1. Immuediate Corrective Action Required: • Yes 0 No

2. Stop Work Recommended: 0 Yes I& No

3. CATD No. Op- 3•OS" 6 cZ7 4. INITIATION DATE C I/o_

5. RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION: •LvJ *)m t

6. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 0 QE'• M NQR

CORRCTIV ACTIONO

12;- 
of- 4 

,v 
%-4_. 

.
,,dj,,,

_-:•::.:.••._•i"i.7. "PREPARED BY: NAME w .! • der- DATE: q /'

.iT~•-~:t::'L.8.--- CONCURRENCE:" CEG-H ],..o DATE: 1-10-b4

.... 4•>--.::.:- •9. APPROVAL: ECTG PROGRAM MGR. ]DATE:

-• •::.. ..... CORRECTIVE ACTION......... .. .. ..... ... . ... . . .. ...

10.--, PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN:

....... .. 0 ATTACHMENTS

11. PROPOSED BY: DIRECTOR/NM DATE-:- "

12.... CONCURRENCE: CEG-- ,.DATE.
SS RP: DATE--

DATE:
DATE:
DATE-:_

ECTG PROGRAM MGR: DATE:

VERIFICATION AND CLOSEOUT

13. Approved corrective actions have been verified as satisfactorily

implemented.

SIGNATURE TITLE DATE



30300
Revision 2

Attachment I

List of Evaluators by Element/Plant

Element 303.01

SQN WBN BFN BLN

Gardner Gardner Gardner N/A

Element 303.02

SQN WBN BFN BLN

Gardner Gardner N/A N/A
Aycock

Element 303.03

SQN WBN BFN BLN

Gardner Gardner Gardner N/A

Element 303.04

SON WBN. BFN BLN

N/A Gardner. N/A. N/A

Element 303.05

SQN WBN BFN BLN

Gardner Gardner Gardner NIA
Meers


